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Concerns Induce Summer Shooting
Parking Changes Leaves Student Injured
In addition to the Red
Hawk Parking Deck, accord
NewsEditor
ing to Cooper, parking meters
placed in lots 4, 6, 17, 27, 47,
This 2003-2004 academic and in the Red Hawk Diner
year, the Department of lot provide short-term park
Transportation and Parking ing for visitors, students, and
Services has im plemented staff. One com m on meter
changes to MSU’s parking
policies in response to stu exists for each lot, and every
dent complaints.
space is marked with a cor
According to this year’s responding number. The rate
MSU Parking Regulations for these parking meters is
pam phlet distributed to 50 cents per half hour,
students by the O ffice of for a maximum of two
Transporta
hours. The
tion
and
m achines
66 IN THE PAST, WE
accept
Parking Ser
HAVE NOT HAD THE
vices, there
bills, coins,
is currently a
and
credit
FACILITIES TO OFFER
26 percent
cards, and
VISITORS TO THE
increase in
a r e
the number
e n fo rc e d
CAMPUS. 99
of parking
6
-E laine C o o p e r from
D ire c to r o f Transportation
a.m. until
spaces on
S P a rkin g S ervices
cam pus
m idnight,
from
SepM onday
t e m b e r
th ro u g h
2002.
Friday. Printed receipts indi
However, it is also stated c a te the parking m e te r’s
that MSU provides approxi time of expiration.
mately 6,000 parking spaces
According to Cooper, the
to a ccom m odate an esti purpose of these changes
m ated 18,000 employees, is to “ provide options to
students, and visitors.
people."
Alterations to improve
Students who choose to
the parking conditions on utilize the parking meters
campus include the instal daily are not required to
lation of a parking m eter purchase a yearly parking
system, new parking decals, permit, although both are
and area-designated over recommended by Cooper.
night parking.
According to sophomore
“In the past, we have not Bohn Hall resident Rachel
had the facilities to offer Smith, who drove around
visitors to the campus," said for 50 minutes on Monday
Elaine Cooper, Director of morning looking for a park
Transportation and Parking ing space, “ The parking
Services.
meters are a great last resort
when park
ing is impos
sible to find,
but I don’t
think there
should be a
time
lim
itation
for
the parking
meters. If I
have ba ck
to
back
classes from
11:30 a.m.
until 6 p.m.,
and I am
willing
to
pay for the
entire time,
then I should
be able to.
STEVE MILLER/THEMONTCLARION M aybe the
DJ Wuss takes advantage of the new U n iv e rs ity
should not
parking meters.
give
out
By Cesarina Miceli

CHRIS PETERS/THE MONTCLARION

A shooting took place this summer in the Clove Road Apartments. The case is
under investigation.
By Lillian M . Alem an
ManagingEditor

Minor details regarding
a June shooting that left
a woman injured at Clove
Road were confirmed yes
terday evening by the
Dean of Students, Helen
Matusow-Ayres.
After several attempts
for
information
were
denied by University Police
and MSU Public Informa
tion and p h o n e calls to
the Director of Residence
Life, Regina Sargent, and

the Director of Clove Road,
Roberta Garrett, were left
unanswered, the vice presi
dent of Student Activities
and Campus Life transferred
The Montclarion’s questions
to Ayres late last week.
According to Ayres, at
about midnight on June 16,
a female summer resident of
Clove Road was acciden
tally shot in the upper leg by
a male, non-MSU student,
th a t she knew. Four stu
dents at Clove Road took
the woman to Mountainside
Hospital, Glen Ridge, after

hearing the gunshot and
going to her room.
The students did not
call University Police or
MSU EMS, but one student
did contact their resident
director on duty, who then
in turn ca lle d University
Police. By then, according
to Ayres, there was noth
ing that University Police
could do since the woman
was already on her way to
receive treatment for her
see

“SHOOTING" ON P .4

more permits than the
The m anufacturing of parking spaces.
number of parking spots multiple parking permits is
The MSU Parking Regula
available to students."
connected to the changes tions pamphlef also stated
In previous years, only with overnight parking.
that overnight parking for all
three types of permits were
According to Cooper, other students is restricted to
offered to students: resident overnight parking has been the rear of lot 22, but accord
student permits, commuter created by clusters of park ing to Cooper, in response
student permits, and faculty/ ing spaces near most halls. to student complaints about
staff
per
Overnight the lack of parking spaces
mits.
parking is in this area, all of lot 22 has
66 THE PARKING
This year,
no longer been opened for overnight
seven
dif
METERS ARE A GREAT lot 28 as parking.
ferent types
it was last
Lot 22 now contains 862
LAST RESORT WHEN
of permits
year, but overnight parking spaces
have been
in s te a d , unlimited to all students.
PARKING IS IMPOSSI
cre a te d :
each resi Vehicles must be in an over
BLE TO FIND ...99
F re e m a n /
dence hall night parking area by mid
-R achel Sm ith
Russ permit,
night, or they will be ticketed,
S ophom ore B ohn is assigned
Clove Road
H a ll R esident a certain
fined, booted, or towed.
permit, Vil
number of
According to Cooper, the
lage permit,
overnight same parking regulations
campus resident permit, spaces to occupy.
that apply Monday through
general permit (commuters
The Village contains 560,
included), employee permit, Freeman/Russ has 37, and
SEE "PARKING" ON P .4
and service vehicle permit.
Clove Road has 54 overnight
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report
9 /1 4 /0 3 - S i b i a Lopez,
3 7 , N e w a rk , N J w as c h a r g e d
w it h s im p le a s s a u l t a n d
i s a w a it in g a c o u rt
d a te in th e M o n t c la ir
M u n ic ip a l C o u rt.
9 / 1 3 / 0 3 - The L i t t l e
F a l l s F ir e D e p a rtm e n t
re sp o n d e d to W illia m s
H a l l on an a c t i v a t e d
f ir e a la r m . R e s i d e n t s
c o o k in g , b u r n t th e fo o d ,
c a u s i n g t h e sm oke
d e te c to r to a c t iv a t e .
9 /1 2 /0 3 - C h a r le s
G r i f f e n , 1 9, S p a r t a ,
N J w as c h a r g e d w i t h
t e r r o r is t ic th re a ts,
p o s s e s s i o n o f a w eapo n
f o r u n la w fu l u se , and
p o s s e s s i o n o f a w eapo n
i n a u n i v e r s i t y , w it h o u t
a u t h o r iz a t io n , r e le a s e d
on b a i l , a n d i s w a i t in g
f o r a c o u r t d a te in
th e M o n t c la ir M u n ic ip a l
C o u rt.

9 /1 2 /0 3 Ryan J.
V a n s c h a f t e n , 2 1 , F e n w ic k
H a l l w as c h a r g e d w i t h
h in d e r in g and c r im in a l
m is c h ie f and i s w a it in g
f o r a c o u r t d a te i n th e
L i t t l e F a l l s M u n ic ip a l
C o u rt.
9 /1 2 /0 3 - R ic h a r d J .
C o rd o n a ,1 8 , S to n e H a l l,
M ark N. K o s t a , 1 8 , S to n e
H a l l w e re c h a r g e d f o r
h in d e r in g u n d e rage
p o s s e s s io n o f a lc o h o l,
and c o u n t e r f e it ID s ,
and a re w a it in g fo r
a c o u r t d a te i n th e
L i t t l e F a l l s M u n ic ip a l
C o u rt.
9 /1 1 /0 3 The MSU
EM S u n i t r e s p o n d e d t o
B l a n t o n H a l l on a
r e p o r t o f a m ale,
b l e e d i n g fr o m t h e h e a d .
T he v i c t i m w as
tra n sp o rte d to S t.
J o s e p h 's M e d i c a l
C e n te r.

Anyone who has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station from
any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All calls
are strictly confidential.
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A d vertisin g P o licy
The M o n tc la rio n w ill not p rin t ads fo r
alcohol, tobacco, or firearms, ads advocating
hate speech or displaying intolerance for
the po litica l view points and opinions of
a specific group, or ads w ith excessive
nudity o r w ith excessive d e p ictio n s o f
violence, a cco rding to local standards.

D ead lin es
The deadline to submit advertisements to
The M o ntclario n is the M onday of the week
o f publication.

B illin a
The M o ntclario n is distributed on Thursdays
and invoices and tearsheets are mailed the
following Monday. Tearsheets for pre-paid
ads must be requested. Thirty (30) days are
given for payment after the insertion date,
after which a 15 percent finance charge is
levied. A fter sixty (60) days, accounts are
referred to an outside collection agency.
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Full page - $168.00
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Comedian Jim Norton Interview
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Half page - $200.00
Quarter page - $125.00
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Womens’ Sports Preview
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School Project Heading Into Space Again
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Nevité & Notes

Executive Board

North Carolina declared a state of emergency Tuesday afternoon
to prepare for Hurricane Isabel. Gov. Michael Easley told C N N
that the declaration allows emergency vehicles to move into place
and will make it easier to declare interstates and highways one
way if evacuation traffic makes that necessary. Easley has asked
residents of low-lying areas to evacuate. The storm is growing
larger as it loses strength and moves closer to the mid-Atlantic
coast. Tropical storm-force winds extend as far as 275 miles
(443 kilometers) from the center. Its hurricane-force winds reach
outward as far as 160 miles (258 kilometers) from the eye.

U.S. Vetoes Arafat Vote in U.N.
The United States vetoed a U.N. resolution that would have
demanded Israel halt threats to expel Palestinian Authority
President Yasser Arafat. Eleven of the 15 Security Council
members voted for the resolution on Tuesday and three members ■
abstained — Britain, Bulgaria and Germany. The U.S. veto killed
the resolution. In the M iddle East, chief Palestinian negotiator Saeb
Erakat said: “This is a sad day for the United Nations. I hope
the U.S. veto will not be interpreted by Israel as a license to kill
Yasser Arafat."

C om piled from cnn.com b y Beth O doardo

Production Editor

M ike Cataro

Tom Hoskinson

Treasurer

editor

Michael C. McPhee

Lillian M . Alman
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N ews E

Christene Devenny was
appointed Director of
Commuter Affairs.
Appropriation for
Management Club’s lunch
with the dean was granted.

E d ito r -In -C hief
M a n a g in g

Lila Kramer was appointed
Director of Mulitcultural
Awareness.

Storm Closes on Coast

(973) 65 5 -5 2 4 1

Advertising Director
Bookkeeper

Six Teens in Mugging Case Face Bias Count

An Ogdensburg school science experiment that was dashed in
the destruction of the space shuttle Columbia will get another
chance next year on a Russian launch to the International Space
Station in orbit above Earth. Officials announced yesterday that
the students’ experiment once again would go into space as part
of a National Aeronautics and Space Administration mission to
the space station 250 miles above Earth. From our AdvertisersThe
science pro|ect, dubbed OGRE for Ogdensburg Glowing Rocks
Experiment, aims to learn whether exposure to ultraviolet radiation
outside the Earth’s atmosphere makes the rocks even more
fluorescent back on Earth.

(973) 655-5241

Webmaster

Campus Construction Safety
Six Morristown teenagers whom the Morris County Prosecutor s
O ffice wants to fry as adults in the mugging of four Hispanic
pedestrians in July will be charged with bias, a first-degree crime,
authorities revealed yesterday. Meanwhile, a group of residents
in the town's 2nd W ard are up in arms over Morris County
Prosecutor Michael Rubbinaccio's attempt to have the five boys
and one girl waived up to adult status, and are rallying the
community to fight it.
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Angelo Lilia, Carlo A. Cole,
and Abby Gildersleeve were
nominated for President Pro
Tempore.
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Alumni Advisor • Justin Veuucci

Dr. Cole gave a welcome
speech.
The president swore in ten
legislative representatives.

A dvertising D irector • Kevin Schwoebel
The M ontclarion is a Class One organization of the Student Government Association, Inc. of
Montclair State University. Published weekly, except during examinations, summer and winter
sessions. The M ontclarion is funded by student ees distributed by the SGA and by incoming
advertising revenue. The views expressed in the Opinion section, with the exception of the
Main Editorial, do not necessarily reflect the views of The Montclarion. The first edition of The
Montclarion, then named The Pelican, was published
November 28,. 1928.
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The M o n tc la rio n w illin g ly corrects Its fa ctu a l errors.
If you think th a t w e’ve made a
mistake in a story please ca ll Editor-ln-ChlefJam es Topoleskl at (973) 6 5 5 -5 2 3 0 .

www.them ontclarion.org
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New Shuttle Buses Aboard Campus
By Theresa Cevetello
StaffWriter

shuttle.
Another change has been made
to the shuttle bus system besides
expanding routes and adding new
buses. With 20 years of transportation
and delivery experience behind him,
Melvin Little has been recruited from
Coach USA to take on the position
of Shuttle Bus Coordinator on Aug.
11.
A cco rd in g to Cooper, Little's
duties include managing drivers, dis
patching buses, and any customer
issues.
"I am basically in charge of the
whole operation,” Little said, “ From
payroll, discipline of drivers, maintena nce -th e full realm of cam pus
transportation.”
In regards to the New Jersey Tran-

A brand new fleet of shuttle buses
will be welcomed aboard campus
tentatively by late Spring 2004 as part
of the new shuttle bus system.
Elaine Cooper, Director of Trans
portation and Parking Services, said
th a t the decision to o b tain new
shuttle buses was m ade because
although much use can still be
B
acquired from the current red and
BH
i SHi Sb l M
M
white buses, they are beginning to
I
reach the end of their useful life.
“Also, we want to add to the fleet
to serve the greater com m unity,”
STEV E M ILLER /TH E MONTCLARION
Cooper said.
step o f the three-step
Temporarily
leased
vehicles
mark
the
first
The new fleet will be funded by
shuttle bus replacement process.
a federal grant in which
New Jersey Transit is the
sit buses MSU will soon
primary grantee and MSU
be using as shuttles,
is the sub-grantee.
Little said they are an
“ We do not have a
upgrade and in great
date yet for the new
condition.
He also
buses because we are
said
they
will
have
working with New Jersey
the
MSU
logo
on
the
Transit on bus specifica
side
and
the
drivers
tions and technicalities
will be more mature,
for bus grant assistance,”
responsible, and pro
Cooper said.
fessional.
According to the Sep
Little said he cares
tem ber 2003 edition of
about
students and
the TransPark News, a
wants
to do every
publication of the Trans
thing
he
can to pro
portation and Parking Ser
vide
campus
with
vices D epartm ent, the
im pe cca b le shuttle
new buses are to be in
service. He recog
service by late spring.
nizes students’ com 
Until the new fleet
plaints about the shut
arrives on campus, a
tles sometimes being
three-stage process has
late.
gone into effect. The first
Khadesha Gaye,
stage involves temporar
a junior management
ily leasing vehicles, which
information systems
are the w hite vans on
major, said, "They
campus, from an outside
[shuttle buses] some
com pany. These white
times do not respect
vans act as shuttles until
the schedule and are
the second step ensues,
always late."
which is getting used
In response, Little
buses from New Jersey
HESTON MOY/THE MONTCLARION
said," We try to stay on
Transit. The final stage is
schedule the best we
getting the brand new
Officers responded to a broken television found outside of Blanton Hall last Saturday that
can. Students need
fleet. Until then, the New
may have been dropped out of a window. The Physical Plant Department responded to
Jersey Transit buses will
the scene, and the case is currently under investigation.
SEE "SHUTTLE" o n P. 4
be used as the campus

TV Discovered in Quad

First BOT Meeting Launches New Ideas
By Alano I. Capria
StaffWriter

Propositions were addressed at
the MSU Board of Trustees’ first meet
ing of the semester last Thursday.
The meeting opened with a
moment of silence in memory of the
Twin Towers and all those lost during
the Sept. 11 tragedy.
The first issue addressed was the
election of the new board officers for
the 2004-2005 school year. A vote for
a contract award in the amount of
$100,000 was carried by the board.
The board spoke of the actions voted
on during the Aug. 19 meeting that
carried motions for multi-space park
ing meters, new research equipment,
site preparation for a new academic
building on campus, and a resurfac
ing of the employee parking lots.
These motions totaled $2,212,520.

The board also carried a motion
involving a contract award for an
investment consulting service for
$25, 000.
During the meeting, a group of
audience members were pleased to
hear that the motion to develop a
new Children's Center was carried.
The project will cost approximately
$5.9 million. Page 17 of the BOT
agenda stated various points made
by the support group. “ Existing
facilities are inadequate to meet
increasing demand for services
[...] children with and without dis
abilities can learn with, and from,
one another [...].”
A motion was passed in reference
to ‘conveyance of land to the NJEFA’
in regards to the new a cadem ic
building as well as the ‘execution
and delivery of a lease and agree
m ent.’ A co n tra ct award in the
amount of $100,000 was also passed

by the board in regards to inde
pendent testing services as was a
c o n ta c t award in the am ount of
$161,720. The board also carried a
motion calling for the appointment
of 13 new faculty members and 15
new professional and managerial
staff members, and for one leave of
action without pay.
It was stated that two students
from Afghanistan were invited to
attend Montclair State University this
semester as part of a six-school pro
gram throughout the United States.
The wom en will eventually return
to Afghanistan to help ensure that
females are no longer an oppressed
race in the Middle East.
The president of the University
Senate, Dr. Richard Wolfson spoke in
regards to the fact that 1,000 more
students than expected are now
dorming at MSU. This year has also
marked the highest amount of appli

cations sent to the college in prior
years.
One concern was raised in that
it is believed by the public that the
Board does not wish to listen to
individuals whom address it. This
concern received immediate reac
tion by the audience, many of whom
agreed with the observation. It was
stated that that it was hoped that
the Board would eventually be more
willing to answer questions addressed
to it without causing the inquisitive
to feel inferior.
Finally, Alfred Fatale III, Student
Trustee, spoke about the students’
main concerns for the school year.
The only concern that was spoken of
was the parking issue, which Fatale
said, he hoped would be resolved
quickly and smoothly.
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Shooting

Shuttle

Continued from p. 1

Continued from p.3

injuries.
The woman did not file charges
against the male who accidentally
shot her, but the University is currently
investigating the incident.
When asked to com m ent on
unconfirmed reports that the four
students who took the woman to the
hospital were fired from their positions
and expelled from the University,
Ayres would neither confirm or deny
the allegations.
“ They should have ca lle d the
police im m ediately," said Ayres,
“We have our own EMS on campus.
Whatever did happen to those

students is w ha t needed to
happen...we have high expecta
tions of our resident assistants and
when something happens like this
[the shooting] we need to call the
police."
Ayres did not release the names
of the students involved or the
consequences of their alleged
actions due to the Jeanne Clery
Disclosure of Campus Security
Policy and Campus Crime Statistics
Act, which states that, “ A school
will not have to release information
if disclosure would jeopardize the
confidentiality of the victim."

Parking
Continued from p. 1
Friday pertain to the weekends.
Additionally, annual parking deck
permits are available on a first come,
first served basis, to faculty, parttime employees, and students for an
annual fee of $250.
Sophomore Freeman Flail resident
Jeff Gant said, “ If it is affordable
fo students, I think the best parking
option on campus is to purchase an
annual parking deck permit."
In response to complaints, this
year's students are offered a choice
of either a hangtag or decal permit,
and will be allow ed to register a

backup vehicle if purchasing the
hangtag permit.
A c c o rd in g to com m uter
Paula Souto, "The new parking
hangtag is great for me because
a t this m om ent, I’ m driving a
rental car. I highly recommend
the hangtags to all students,
because they are very conve
nient and allow you to register
more than one vehicle."
According to Cooper, a future
solution to the parking problems
on campus may be to rid parking
privileges from freshmen.

J U

to remember that when we are not
on time, it's for reasons beyond our
control; traffic jams, construction,
buses breaking down. Sometimes in
these situations, we need to re-route
a bus which could cause them to
be late.”
Some students find that the shuttle
system has improved from previous
years.
Jennifer Valle, commuter student
and junior math education major,
said she takes the bus every day to
and from lot 24 or 24A. "This semester,
I haven't w aited longer than five
minutes for the shuttle. Other semes
ters I’ve waited 20,” Valle said. “Just
in case I miss my bus, there is always
another one in sight."
Andrea Jegletsch, Village resident
and film studies exchange student
said, "Most of the time they're on
time. I've had no problems."
Valle said that the only problem
she has had so far wifh fhe shuttle is
that sometimes the driver does not
stop a t every stop in their route.
“ I noticed that sometimes they do
not stop at a stop if people are not
waiting outside even if that stop is in
their route, but they should because
that might be a student’s stop that
is already on the bus," Valle said.
“ I shouldn’t have to say ‘next stop’
because it is assumed that the driver
will stop there because it is in their
route."
There are five bus routes, each
servicing between four and six areas
on campus including the Red Flawk

i- w

a

Deck, Student Center, Clove Road
apartments, the Village at Little Falls,
and general parking lots.
According to the shuttle bus
schedule, the A, B, and C buses run
every 20 minutes, the D bus runs
every five minutes, and the E bus
runs every 30 minutes.
According to Little, the Village
and the Quarry get the most atten
tion; however, he said that traffic
would flow smoother if more students
parked in lot 28 and then took the
shuttle.
"Lot 28, that’s the place to go,”
Little said. “ If everyone parked in 28,
we have the capacity to run every
10 minutes from 28 and just shoot
students straight up to the Student
Center."
Commuter student Sonia Martinez
said, “The shuttles are better than
last year. I just park in lot 28 and take
the shuttle."
Students' comments about the
shuttle bus system can be voiced by
calling the shuttle hotline.
Little said that a new shuttle
system needed to be instituted. “ I
want to be the best shuttle service in
the nation. You’ll see it in the months
to come,” Little said.
Gaye said, “ I’m skeptical about
being the best in the nation, but if it
happens, I’ll be really happy and so
will everyone else.”
"If you talk about shuttle service,
you’ll talk about MSU," Little said.
“ I am not going to stop until we
achieve that."

v s
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You should want to come to work, we do!!
G reat op portunity fo r students!!!!!!!
All-Ways In-Store, an event marketing company, is seeking an energetic team player in our
Wayne, NJ office, for a field coordinator/office support position to manage a regional territory.
- Manage all day-to-day activities
- Recruiting
- Training and Staffing Contractors
- Auditing and Recapping Events
- Admin Work as Needed
- Must be Computer Literate
- Must have excellent organiztion skills
This could be a full-time or part-time position (with flexible hours for classes) and pays $10/hr.
Full-time package includes:
- Health, Dental Insurance
- Matching 401k
- Bi-weekly Performance-based Bonus
EOE

,
|j|'

Please email resume to gpopovich@awinstore.com or fax to 973-890-8615.
www.awinstore.com
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When Exes Go From the Past to a Problem
How To Deal With a Girlfriend's Problematic Ex-Boyfriend
ByG.M. Grosso
StaffWriter

Q: Dear G.M.,
I’ve been seeing my girlfriend
for abouf fhree months. Everything
was going smoothly, and then an
ex-boyfriend issue came up.
He's been calling all the time,
and sometimes makes unexpected
visits at her dorm and job.
She swears nothing is going on,
but the whole situation makes me
uncomfortable. What should I do?
~H.S.~
A: The ex factor always seems
to cause problems in relationships
whether it be two weeks down the
line or a year and a half into the
relationship.
We all have this irksome thing
called our past, and it always seems
to find a way to catch up with us.
Some people have an easier
time separating themselves from
their ex’s, while others linger in the
unsettled waters of love gone sour.
This isn’t to say that some couples
can’t transition from dueling lovers
to civilized friends. It just takes some
work.
The problem is as the current

love interest you have a heavy load
to carry.
You are in the process of building
the foundation of a relationship.
The first six months are crucial,
and you've been doing really well
so far.
Then, out of nowhere, Mr. Won
derful from days gone by decides
to make an
encore per
form ance
because
he misses
your girl
friend
tre
mendously.
She says it’s no big deal,
but it obviously is a big deal
to you.
First of all, you have to own up to
the way you feel. There’s no reason
for you to suppress the emotions
you’re experiencing.
There’s probably a bit of anger,
lots of jealously, some feelings of
insecurity, and that’s perfectly okay.
Express these thoughts to your girl
friend. She’s not a mind reader.
She may very well think that you're
okay with what's going on. If you're
honest with her, then maybe she’ll
be able to empathize with you and
understand what it would be like if
the tables were turned.

Trust is the number one compo
nent in all successful relationships.
As human beings, we all possess
a sense of insecurity that often fuels
mistrust.
However,
you
should be reminded
that someone who
really
cares
about
you
doesn’t want
to
cause
you inten
tional pain
and
suf
fering nine
times out of

>

10

Your
girl
friend proba
bly wouldn’t do
anything
to
jeopardize your
re Ia tionship if she truly does
care for you.
In the case of the ex, you should
be weary of him.
Sometimes it takes viewing our
disregarded lover's new happiness
to wake us up to the fact that we
threw away something wonderful.
He’s probably not trying to be
as "friendly” as your girlfriend may
think.
In fact, his motives probably

include trying to get her back at any
cost, even if he makes himself look
foolish in thè process.
Sure, an occasional phone call
here and there, or a cup of coffee
every couple of months won’t hurt,
but incessant calls and unexpected
visits are unacceptable.
This is a man who shared a sig
nificant amount of time with your
girlfriend.
If he couldn't realize months ago
how fabulous she is, then there’s no
need for a period of rediscovery.
Be up front with your girlfriend.
If she resists you too much and dis
regards your feelings, think twice
about your relationship.
But, if she empathizes with you
and cuts back on the downtime with
her ex, then you’ll know that her
intentions were honest all along.
I’m here to answer your ques
tions. If you have a dilemma
like the one above. I'm at your
service.
Just e-mail me at
AAontfeature@yahoo.com with the
title attention G.AA. Grosso. I look
forward to hearing from you.

Making Students Heard One Voice at a Time
Spotlight on Student Trustee AI Fatale III
go to a meeting once a month and is so important, so that MSU could
you vote on an issue given to you. grow to the capacity of what New
Feature Editor
But real student trusteeship is going Jersey needs.
out there and being in touch with
"I wanted to expand the actions
the students. There are only three of a Student Trustee," said Fatale of
ery rarely do students feel people from the Board of Trustees the reasons behind his position. “ I
as though everything is who are here every day. They are w anted to talk to students, work
being done to make sure the faculty trustee
with the SGA, work
their voice is heard.
and the tw o stu
with organizations.
Often times they feel as though dent trustees. We
To be in the office
the University never hears what they tell
the
board
every day and talk
66 ...My biggest
have to say about certain issues.
what's happening
to people, to make
CONCERN IS STUDENTS sure their ideas get
As is the case, with colleges every on campus. We
where, there are issues that students tell them what poli
heard. Last year was
GETTING THIS HIGHER
have a very big opinion on, and cies e n acte d are
the textbook case
sometimes, decisions are made that really working 'here
EDUCATION... 99
of student trustee
leave the students feeling as though on campus.”
ship. I found myself
-/K! F a ta le Hi S tudent
they have not been heard.
Fatale is no
understanding the
However, this is not necessarily stranger to making
student
and Univer
Trustee
the ease. I had the distinct pleasure sure that the voices V
sity needs. What
of interviewing Al Fatale III, one of of students are heard.
we were trying to
the tw o Student Trustees here at
This is his second year as a Student accomplish last year just was not
Montclair.
Trustee, which gives him the ability to fitting with what Trenton was giving
Basically, a Student Trustee sits be a voting member on the board. us.”
on the Board of Trustees as a sort This year is also his second year
As we all know, last year budget
of student liaison to the Board (the on the board of the New Jersey cuts were p la ce d into effe ct. It
Board being the final decider on Higher Education Student Assistance angered many people, and rather
policies and such made here at the Authority (NJHESAA).
than being one of the ones who sat
University).
He is currently on the Student around and complained, believing
There have been Student Trustees Advisory Committee. The NJHESAA nothing could be done. Fatale went
since 1987, and when the state did distributes financial aid to the state. out there and did something about
away with the legislature mandating This organization decides where and it.
this position, MSU kept on the Trustees who the money goes to.
He organized the rally that went
to make sure that the voices of the
“ Being able to sit on both boards, to Trenton last year to protest the
students were heard.
dove-tailed together, I have a say budget cuts.
When asked about the position in both,” said Fatale. "And the end
The end result was 1,000 students
he currently holds, Fatale said
result is g etting to see a student standing in the snow.
"Students are p a rt of a c o m  graduate from Montclair State.”
With the combination of this, and
munity and they deserve their say
Fatale has also testified before testifying before the budget com 
like anyone else. On paper, being the senate and assembly budget mittees, of the $101 million cut, we
a Student Trustee means that you committee on how higher education received half of that back.

By Antoi nette Trióla

V

Another fulfilling moment was
the growth that occurred during his
term.
Both academically and construc
tion-wise, Fatale has witnessed within
his term, plans that will thrust the
University into a new age of growth.
The biggest example is the new
academ ic building being con
structed where Lot 14 used to be.
“It’s going to be a phenomenal
building," Fatale said. “ People all
over are going to know about this
building, just as they know about the
new residence halls.”
However, as every position does,
there have been difficulties for
Fatale. Perhaps the biggest example
is the tuition increase plans.
"On the July 17, 2003 meeting
we were confronted with the tuition
plans for the next three years. Even
though we are going through tuition
increases, it isn’t even close to
what our sister institutions are charg
ing. While the rest of the state institu
tions were doing 10 to 15 percent
increases, we were doing two and
three percent increases. It was dif
ficult, because higher education is
expensive. My biggest concern is
students getting this higher educa
tion. I could not have voted if I didn’t
know for sure that what really mat
tered was the retention of students."
said Fatale of the meeting.
S e e ‘TRU STEE" o n P .7
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Time Managing Made Menangitis a Growing
Threat at College
Easy for Students
But, for many people, the chal
lenge of time management proves
easier said than done.
So, here are some helpful tips in
getting started down the road to
successful time management:

By M erin Campbell
Courtesyof WellnessEducation

hh, the start
of a new
sem es
ter—new profes
sors, new syllabi,
new books, and
new classes. But
why
stress
out
now? Exams
and
papers w on’t start
coming due for at
least a few weeks.
You may as well just
relax and consider
this time an exten
sion of your summer
vacation,
right?
Wellness
WRONG!
Now is a crucial
point in setting goals,
establishing priorities, and learning to
develop a schedule that best utilizes
your time.
Designing a consistent and bal
anced schedule early on will not
only help you become more orga
nized and efficient in meeting your
academic requirements, but it may
actually prevent you from experienc
ing fhe stress, anxiety, and panic that
comes with having to cram or pull
all-nighters.
And, planning ahead and desig
nating specific times for studying and
class work will free up more time so
you can have fun, relax, and reward
yourself.

A

•
Become
self-aware. Think
about the times
of day that you
are most produc
tive. Are you a
morning person?
A night-owl?
Perhaps
you’re most effi
cient in the after
noon.
Take this selfawareness and
use it to your
a d va n ta g e .
Schedule your
Education
most dem and
ing tasks for the
time of day that
you’re most up to the challenge.
•
Set clear-cut goals. Define
the specific things that you hope to
accomplish over the course of the
semester.
Whether you aim to study for three
hours a day or finish a project within
a given tim e fram e, be specific.
Also, break goals down into sub
goals—the smaller, the better!
•

Identify priorities. List the difSee"TIMP'P.8

Georgia, Idaho and South Carolina
have reported recent large o u t
By M arilynn M archione
breaks of viral meningitis.
KRTCampus
In Milwaukee, the Health Depart
ment’s chief virologist, Jerry Sedmak,
iral meningitis cases, which said cases actually are a little behind
peak in late summer and last year's pace, but that all of
hospitalize tens of thou the major viruses known to cause
sands of people each year, are on viral meningitis have turned up this
the rise, the U.S. Centers for Disease summer.
“They start show
Control and Pre
ing
up in late July.
vention warned
Usually
the peak
Thursday.
activity is the middle
66 .. T he peak comes
The
peak
of August to the
comes just as stu
JUST AS STUDENTS HEAD middle of Septem
dents head to col
ber,” he said.
lege, a time when
TO COLLEGE...99
The germs are
they should con
spread
hand-to-A
A
arilynn
A
A
archione
sider getting vac
mouth
or
through
cina ted against
c o n ta c t with co n 
a more deadly
taminated stool.
form of the disease
Bacterial menin
bacterial meningi
gitis
is often more
tis.
serious,
and
can
lead
to deafness,
It also coincides with the height
neurological
problems,
seizures and
of the season for mosquito-borne
diseases such as West Nile virus, death.
About 2,600 cases occur each
which can cause meningitis, too.
“ There is some opportunity to year in the U.S.
The worst is meningococcal men
potentially confuse what the cause
of illness is,” said Stephen Ostroff, ingitis, caused by the bacteria Neis
deputy director of the CDC's seria meningitidis. Such cases have a
National Center for Infectious Dis 5 to 15 percent mortality rate.
Symptoms include high fever, an
eases.
Meningitis is an inflam m ation intense headache, stiff neck or neck
of the lining around the brain and pain, confusion, nausea, vomiting,
spinal cord that can be caused by exhaustion and sometimes a pink
rash.
viruses or several kinds of bacteria.
Cases are usually sporadic rather
The viral forms are usually milder,
than
part of an outbreak, and often
“ but they’re still quite important,”
causing 26,000 to 42,000 hospitaliza
S ee "MENANGITIS" P .7
tions each year in the United States,
Ostroff said.
Several states Arizona, California,

V

Open a Totally FREE Student Checking account
and you could win a Jeep@
Grand Cherokee.
As a student, you need all the value and convenience you can get. That's why we created the
Totally FREE Student Checking’ account. It's easy to access and, like the name says, totally free.
YouTl get a great account with lots of features th at fit your lifestyle, like:
No minimum balance requirement
No monthly maintenance charge
FREE Visa®CheckCard

one person always does
the heavy lifting.

No fee to use. other banks' ATMs nationwide*’
FREE NetBanking and FREE BillPay
FREE incoming domestic wire transfers

Plus, when you open your new account, we'll give you an exclusive 'Thank You" Gift and enter
-you in our lust 4x4 Fun Sweepstakes—you could win a ]eeps Grand Cherokee! To open your
Totally FREE Student Checking account, visit us on the Web, call 1-877-SOV-BANK or stop by
one of our conveniently located Community Banking Offices today.

Woody

Sovereign Bank
1-8 7 7 - S O V - B A N K

s o v e r e ig n b a n k .c o m

A lle n

K

Jason

•After starter checks, students purchase checks. •*ATM owner may charge a separate fee. U.S. transactions only.
Visit your nearest Community Banking Office for sweepstakes details. No purchase required.
Member FD IC
©2003 Sovereign Bank

C h a n n in g
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Jim m y
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DREAMWORKSPICTURESpresbitsinASSOOATiONwmiGRAVIBtPRODUCTIONS ‘ANYTHINGELSE" WOODYALIBI JAS0W5IGGS........
STOCKARDCHANNINGDANNYDilO M M CHRISTINARICCIW JACKROLUNS,CHARLESH.JOFFEHU STEPHENTBIENBAll
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A SCENE OF DRUG USE AND SOME SEXUAL REFERENCES I

Jee p -is a registered trademark of DaimlerChrysler Corporation.
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ASSISTKicks Off
Another Year

Trustee
Continued from p. 5
However despite all of that,
Fatale has done a great job In his
position at MSU and with the NJHESAA.
Rarely is a person found with such
drive as to make sure the voices
and ideas of students are heard.
It is difficult to get the ideas of all
that attend.
However, he does his best to
make sure we have our say where
it matters.
So then, our ideas are being
heard. Al Fatale is merely a student
like the rest of us.
It takes character to stand up for
those who cannot speak directly
to the powers that be and make it
known that we have an opinion in
the matter.
“ It's exciting,” he said "to have
the ability to tell the administration
exactly what the students are feel
ing. The main thing is to stay con
nected with the students. To be
in the office and listen to students
when they speak.”
Such is the case here at MSU
then, th a t our voices are being
heard where it matters. So whether
we believe so or not, our ideas make
a difference in the long run.

Menangitis
Continued from p.6
occur in places where there .are
crow ded living conditions, such
as Army barracks and co lle g e
dormitories.
For that reason, the CDC and
other groups of health professionals
recommend that all college fresh
men consider getting the meningitis
vaccine.
More than a dozen states and
hundreds of colleges and universi
ties require new students to be
immunized against meningitis or at
least to be told of the benefits and
relative value of the vaccine.
It protects against bacteria that
cause about 70 percent of cases.
In addition to new college stu
dents, the v a ccin e also is sug
gested for people with no spleen,
certain lab workers, people travel
ing to countries where meningitis is
common, and military recruits.

STEVE M ILLER/TH E MONTCLARION

Vice president Lynn Bartkowicz Sells 50/50
raffles for A SSIST’s first coffeehouse of the year.
The proceeds, totalling 94 dollars, went to the
Red Cross.
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INTERESTED IN JOINING
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Delta Chi
Fraternity
Co m e
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' RecBoard Meeting, 2:15-3:30 p.m. SC Cafe B & C
r Mini-Golf Trip, 3:30-5:30 p.m. Departs from the Diner
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* Have a great weekend!
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Electronic Resume Workshop, 3:30-4:30 p.m.
' HAPPY BIRTHDAY LILLIAN!!!! :-)

~TozAcüa

23
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54

3

106 a t 10 p m

IRAIHTWWNI» CHARACim.
*Autumn Bash Scavenger Hunt, 2:30-5 p.m. SC Quad
* OSAU Wild Out W e lc o ^ Dinner, 7 p.m. SC Dining Room
* Karaoke in the Diner, §,p^m. RedHawk Diner
ftfS OK&TA c m m A H K N IT Y

5 5

* Relax and enjoy yourself today

'
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* Explore the Montclair Area!
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* MSA Formal Dinner, 7:30 p.m. SC Dining Room
* IVCF Movie Night, 8-10:30 p.m. SC Commuter Lounge
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C om plications will arise how 
ever you must rem ain c a lm an d
a tte m p t to m aintain control At
first it m ay seem as th o u g h you
w o n ’t m ake it bu t in the en d your
p a tie n c e will p a y off.

CC&mg
Libras have a desire for
p e a c e . They tend to be
very fair and try to
maintain a proper bal
an ce. Libras are artistic,
musical, level h ead ed ,
sympathetic,perceptive
a n a generous, though
they can be bitter and
very m oody a t times.

The things y o u strive fo r will
n o t h a ve th e o u tc o m e you think.
You always seek p e rfe c tio n an d
th a t's w hy it’s so hard for you to
a c c e p t your mistakes. A loyal
friend will give you c o n fid e n c e
to start over.

ibrajjept.

Tories

l^r.20 - 7\pril 19

It’s tim e to p le a d guilty. W hat
s ta rte d o u t as in n o c e n t fun is
g e ttin g o u t o f hand. C lear the
air b e fo re things really start to
g e t ugly.

C hallenges a w a it you, h o w 
e ver you a re n ’t re a d y to h andle
th e m . You m a y h a v e g o tte n
a w a y be fo re b u t n o w the odds
are against you.

Slow d o w n a n d enjoy the
m o m en t for o n ce . Stop worrying
a b o u t falling b ehind w he n you
a re a lre a d y te n steps a h e a d .
Bring a n e n d to o v e rw o rk in g
yourself a n d take a break.

A c e r ta in s o m e o n e has
c a u g h t y o u r e y e a n d yo u
m u s tn 't le t th e m g e t a w a y .
C ha rm th e m a n d let th e m know
y o u 're a ttra c te d to th e m a n d
. th e ir m ysterious w ays.

You m a y b e fe e lin g d o w n
a n d o u t b u t th a t’s no reason to
d ra g others into your misery. You
must try to find a b a la n c e within
yourself a n d control th a t w hich
is tearing you ap art.

( j i) c e r

Very extraordinary things are
a b o u t to o c c u r a n d yo u must
keep your eyes o p en for them all.
Some' o f these things c a n le a d
you d o w n a g o o d p a th , w hile
others c a n b e destructive.

f

l

S top d riv in g yo u rse lf c ra z y
listening to gossiping friends. G o
to th e source th a t is causing all
this u n w a n te d anxiety a n d find
o u t w h a t’s really g o in g on.
North Jersey Center For
Reproductive
Endocrinology And
Fertility

G re a t things a re in store for
you.
That w h ich you ha ve
desired for so long will soon be
yours a n d it was well w orth the
w ait.

Continued from p. 6

•
Put it in writing! W hether
you use a palm pilot or a good oldfashioned calendar, make sure that
you keep your schedule where you
can find it at all times.
Carry it with you, and make addi
tions or changes as things come up.
You’ll never be able to keep track
of everything if you try to keep it all
in your head.
•
Target
procrastination!
Create a specific space (your desk
or a kifchen table) that you keep
neat and organized to fa cilita te
effective studying.
Remember, it's much easier to

EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!

THE NORTH JERSEY CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE
ENDOCRINOLOGY AND FERTILITY CENTER IS SEEKING EGG
DONORS OF ALL EHTNIC BACKGROUNDS BETWEEN THE AGES
OF 21-32.

Time
ferent tasks you have, and then order
them iri terms of their importance.
Next, assess which ones you must
accom plish and w hich ones you
can let go.

i

leo
ûlî 2 2 -fe . 21

The ra ce has just b e gu n an d
y o u ’re already being left behind.
Wake up a n d g e t to work! You
c a n ’ t a ffo rd to fa ll b e h in d so
early in the g a m e.

22-0cf. 22

Lately issues h a ve arisen th a t
have upset you deeply. Sit do w n
a n d discuss y o u r tru e fe e lin g s
w ith your partner.
It's tim e to
s to p ru n n in g a w a y fro m y o u r
p ro ble m s. O nly to g e th e r c a n
you w ork through this.

JûD. 21-Jolg 21

0 :

avoid opening up that biology text if
its got copies of "Cosmo" or "People"
stacked on top of it.
Keep distractions, like TV, music,
or phone calls to a minimum.
Also, when studying, switch sub
jects after a while, or try to alternate
between doing things you enjoy with
things that you find challenging or
boring.
•
Be flexible. Make sure that
you give yourself a break on occa
sion.
Take care of your health and
include exercise, sleep, and fun into
your daily routine.
Learn to say "no ” to excessive
demands and set limits on what you
can and cannot accomplish. And
don’t forget to reward yourself for a
job well done!

AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RELIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.

RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT,
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.

AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE,
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED $7000.00.

F o r m o re in fo rm a tio n o n o u r e g g d o n o r p ro g r a m c a ll

(973) 470-0303
a n d a sk fo r o n e o f o u r N u rse s.

1035 ROUTE 46 EAST
CLIFTON. NEW JERSEY 07013
TELEPHONE (973) 470-0303

FAX -973-916-0488
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J.Lo and Ben Break-Up Before Wedding
By Lisa Panzariello
Arts andEntertainmentEditor

C

'mon, it was so obvious it
was going to happen.

The hype on Ben and
Jen was just way too much for any
body to handle, even Bennifer, them
selves.
Which is why they broke up right
before their scheduled wedding day
on September 14.
No matter how many times Ameri
cans saw J. Lo’s face every time she
looked at Ben, something just didn't
seem right.
He always seemed to look away
in space or had this harsh look on
his face, that facade of, " How do I
get out of this?"
But, Jen seemed to not be any
happier, which as bitter as this
sounds, was just sheer perfection.
I think it's been a w hile since
anything nice was said about Jen
nifer Lopez, to be honest.
Even South Park made fun of her
weird accom m odations, such as
never allowing her entourage to
look at her.
It has to be bad once Cartman

gets a chance to humiliate the
couple. Need
less to say,
fame
really
got to her butt...er...l mean,
head.
Rumors
having been
flying around
since the late
summer about
the rocky rela
tionship of the
hottest couple
in Hollywood.
S ources
said
Ben
Affleck
was
caught
on
tape, no less,
going to a strip
club with a
few
other
H o llyw o o d
heavyweights,
one
being
Ben and Jen at the
Tara Reid.
A p p a r 
ently, a strip
per
turned
Affleck on so much that when get
ting a lap dance, he performed oral

status, and the purchase of an
offensively gigantic pink diamond
engagement ring, Affleck still does
what his mommy tells him to.
What, Mrs. Affleck couldn’t tell
her son’s girlfriend had an attitude
with a name like J.Lo?
The most possible of all the rumors
was that since Ben’s stripper adven
ture was likely to be true, since it
graced the pages of every tabloid
and every household magazine, the
happy couple were headed towards
That’s
the the humiliating Hollywood highway
best she can which Americans devoured.
up
Lopez claimed she broke up with
come
w i t h ? Ben because he made her “a laugh
ing stock,” just like their joint hor
Sheesh.
A n o th e r rendous movie, Gigli.
As mean as this sounds, we abso
rumor
was
Ben's lutely adore hearing happy couples
that
m other had in Hollywood destroying their relation
something to ships, especially when the media just
do with J. Lo’s feeds off them like hungry vultures.
Chris Judd, J.-Lo’s ex husband,
attitude.
This is a must be thanking the karma go d ’s
WWW.HERALDNEWS.COM
bit sketchier, of his ex wife’s current situation since
2003 Oscars.
since it wasn't she left him to d a te Ben Affleck
released to almost two years ago.
Since things don’t look like they’re
the
public,
but it just going to patch up in the near future,
shows th a t even a fte r an Oscar I’ll hold her gorgeous rock for safe
winning movie, "Sexiest Man Alive” keeping for the time being.
sex on her and, oddly enough, got his
back shaved
as well.
The next
day, J. Lo
called
into
her
sister's
radio show
softly
and
said, “ Ben is
always a big
tipper."

Thirteen is a Lucky Number as an Indie Film
mother Melanie.
Melanie is a caring mother whom,
Feature Editor
despite her problems, tries her best
to remain in her daughter’s slowly
evolving life.
Cookie HanMcke
The story is one of angst filled
FaxSeachÊghtProductions
teens trying to find their way through
a dark passage called life.
Hardwicke does a great job in
directing this piece.
It is very reminiscent of the movie
Kids, which showed the drama of life
very couple of years, there for older teens.
Thirteen, meanwhile, focuses on
comes a movie that breaks
the boundaries of indepen middle school aged girls.
It gives a glimpse of the world
dent films.
The preconception of indie films of the “ popular kids” , and those
is that they are indecipherable and who want nothing more than to be
accepted.
make no sense.
The troubled
66 T hirteen often
People
believe,
re la tio n s h ip
th a t because a film
LOOKS AS THOUGH IT
between the two
does not have a major
WAS FILMED ON A HOME friends is amaz
Hollywood budget,
ingly portrayed by
the film shall be subVIDEO CAMERA, GIVING
both Reed and
par.
THAT FRESH VIEW INTO Wood.
Every so often,
The chemistry
there comes an inde
THE LIVES OF THE
between
both
pendent film that
PEOPLE IN THE FILM-99 actresses is evi
breaks this stereo
dent, and the
type.
The film this year is Thirteen. Co spectator can actually feel the ten
written by the supporting actress sion when Evie and Tracy have their
Nikki Reed when she was thirteen, falling out.
Such is the case that most indie
this film touches a chord with those
films have a raw effect that makes
who see it.
Catherine Hardwicke who co  them so great. Thirteen often looks as
w rote the screenplay with Reed though it has been shot on a home
video camera, giving it that fresh
directed Thirteen.
Evan Rachel Wood stars as Tracy view into the lives of the people in
and Reed portrays Tracy’s troubled the film.
The angles that are used make
friend Evie Zamora.
Holly Hunter stars as Tracy’s it very realistic, but add a tinge of
By Antoinette Trióla

E

surreally that one would find in a cerely hope we can look forward
film like Meshes In The Afternoon, by to more works by both Hardwicke
filmmaker Maya
Derren.
What is even
more amazing is
that this is Hardwicke’s first piece
as director.
Her use of
color (fading to
light grays and
duller colors) and
camera
tilting
and panning, are
more professional
than most Holly
wood motion pic
WWW.MOVIES.COM
tures.
Despite the Evan Rachel Wood and Nikki Reed star in Thirteen
whole over dra as dysfunctional friends who try to be accepted in
matic teen-angst
their junior high school.
story line, the dia
logue was com
pelling and this
reviewer truly felt
for each character on the screen, and Reed.
Co-writing such a poignant piece
even though it is clearly obvious they
at the age of 13 is an amazing task.
are not real.
Hopefully this is a foreshadowing
Hardwicke and the actors do a
good job in making an overplayed to more of Reed's talents and future
works if she continues to further her
topic unique and raw.
It shows what people can career in the filmmaking field, which
accomplish if they stop trying to be she definitely has a knack for.
Thirteen embraces more than a
moneymakers and concentrate on
dysfunctional outlook of a teenager's
doing work that means something.
Independent films are classic life and her wacky mother and fail
for their edgy subjects and raw use ing friendships it focuses on the
of cinematography. They defy the attitude of a generation that is often
money market of Hollywood and misunderstood.
It embodies the true spirit of inde
focus on the art of film.
Thirteen is no different and I sin pendent filmmaking as an art form.

<E>
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ELVIS COSTELLO

BUILT TO SPILL

THE BLOO D BROTHERS
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BITTER END
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BOW ERY B A L L R O O M
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COLD CREEK MANOR

- D IR iM IKE FIGGIS
DENNIS Q U A ID , S H A R O N STONE, STEPHEN DORFF

ANYTHING ELSE- DIR- W O O D Y

Rock: N ickieback- The Long Road
Rap: Outkast- Speakerboxxx/The Love Below
Rock: Billy Bob Thornton-The Edge o f The World
Rock: The Bangles-Doll Revolution

ALLEN . C HRISTINA

R IC C I,J A S O N B IG G S , W O O D Y ALLEN

Tiqerlily only lists events for that w eek (from the Thursday w e co m e out to the following Wednesday). For your event to get
listed, it must reach us by the Tuesday before w e co m e out.
Be sure to include the nam e of the event (who's performing) where it's being held, an d the exa ct d a te it s happening.
Send all inform ation to the following e-mail address:
m o n f a r ts @ y a h o o . c o m
V .

Iced Earth Return
By Andres Nuiver
Staff Writer

Few people know of the terror
unleashed within an Iced Earth song,
unless of couse you are a fan. One
of those hell spawn creatures on
earth who, when listening to Iced
Earth envision the epic stories of
the battles betw een heaven and
earth.
Emotions stir deep within the
human subconcious, ripping the
souls of all who dare to listen, epic
tales echo within the depths of the
masterful melodies crafted by Jon
Schaffer (rhythm guitar) and the

painful screams that resonated from
the form er lead singer, M atthew
Barlow.
With Iced Earth’s new album,
The Glorious Burden complete, new
frontman, Tim Owens (Judas Priest)
is prepared to forefront the ongoing
revolution in the states.
Heavy metal has lacked expo
sure from crowds in the United States,
waiting to be converted back into
the full fledged advoctes they once
were. The main reason being the
trite tastes and limited visions the
m ainstream m edia continuously
reveals to the public. Sadly, the
public is unaware of the spectacu
lar talent that emanates from
the metal bands in Europe, such
S ee "RETURN" on P. 11
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Lucky McKee Directs May, a Twisted Thriller
By Phil Cosale
StaffWriter

May
Inde/McKee
Lions G ate Finns

SsHt-?

12

At your local video store sits a
movie the big studios don’t want
you to see. A movie that, upon
viewing, you realize you’ve been
cheated by big budget monstrosi
ties that fail to bring you the human
element you realize is sorely lacking
from mainstream horror.
It's that connecting fa c to r to
any movie that makes a character
likable. It makes you root for them.
That fa c to r is in Lucky M cKee’s,
May, but with a morbid twist.
In 93 minutes, Mr. McKee (In his
directorial debut) will make you
fgfl in love with a psychopathic
murderer with a fetish for amputa
tion.
The titu la r c h a ra c te r M ay
(Angela Bettis, of Girl Interrupted
and Bless the C hild starts out a
lonely little girl with a childhood
affliction; she has a lazy eye, and in
having so she was forced to go to

school wearing an eyepatch. Upon
bouts of-ridicule and isolation from
the students, May realizes her only
friend is a pale-faced doll named
Suzie. Suzie was given to her as a
birthdday present from her mother,
and from the g e t-g o this glassencased entity strikes an ubiquitous
presence on the life of May.
The story speeds up to the pres
ent day, when May (somehow
devoid of any mental counseling
w hat I consider he film’s one big
flaw) is a withdrawn, shy adult work
ing as a nurse in an animal hospi
tal.
In her spare time. May enjoys
watching blind children play, cut
ting open her finger with a scalpel
as a form of relaxing, as well as
sewing.
The eye is still a glaring physical
defect at times, but with her new
and improved contact lenses, she’s
free fo stalk whoever she wants.
And she does not waste any time,
desperately seeking for the love
of Adam Stubbs (Jeremy Sisto, of
Clueless. She becomes obsessed
with him, especially his hands.
Realizing she isn’t like other girls
as she takes cues from his student
film (featuring a couple in a park
biting away at each other, soaking
in their blood) during their first makeo u t session, the Dario A rgento-

obsessed Adam makes quick work
of their "relationship” , not returning
her calls and pretty much abandon
ing her. Without an o b je ct of her
unwanted affection, May lets down
her guard and accepts the seduc
tive passes of Polly (Anna Faris of the
Scary Movie trilogy), the lipstick les
bian secretary of her animal hospital
who has a beautiful neck, according
to May.
Due to her severe social inepti
tude towards dealing with anyone
but her dolls and the destruction of
Suzie, May’s psychosis begins fo fake
hold. It is then that she makes the
startling realization that she only likes
parts of people,- not the whole. In
realizing this, w e ’re treated to 20
minutes of insanity the movie was
merely hinting at previously.
A cross betw een Mary Shelly’s
Frankenstein and Taxi Driver, May is
unique, to say the least. But saying
the least isn’t my style. Writer-director
Lucky Mckee has created a movie
that isn't afraid to take its time in
getting to the plot, as he is willing
to give us a more detailed glimpse
into May’s world. The story is partlyderived from his childhood experi
ences. Not to say Lucky sat in solitude

in his room and talked to a doll. Like
May, Lucky has suffered with a lazy
eye as well, and through this colorcoated collage of eye-carnage, it
appears he gets to relinquish the
demons of elementary school.
Until now. Like the opening
sequence of Day of the Dead
(thousands of zombies crawling
out of a wrecked city), legions of
horror fans-turned-writers, directors,
actors, or producers are coming
out of the woodwork.
They bring with them a visible
interest in original concepts, and
their interest stems from the influ
ence of the past.
Films from Flammer sfudio, from
Universal in the 30s-40s, the Italian
horror craze by way of such direc
tors as Mario Bava, Dario Argento,
and Lucio Fulci, as well as Sam Raimi
have, in one way or another, left a
valuable imprint on our new horror
generation, and these twentysomethings are letting it be known
by producing films that harken back
to those times by trying to create
something inventive for once.
Lucky McKee is amongst these
S ee
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as Blind G uardian,and In Flames. thing Wicked This Way Comes and
Night Of The StormSpeed, Power, a n d '
rider, mainly focus on
Black metal that sur
relations the mortal
pass all the amateur
realm has with the
bands on MTV.
actions of heaven
Iced Earth has
and hell, there are a
been one of the few
slew of other topics
American bands that
as well.
have captivated the
F u rth e rm o re,
audiences of the metal
“Ghost of Freedom”
genre across the seas.
and “Watching Over
There, they have Early Iced Earth
Me” are amazing bal
gained the resect they
lads for everyone.
deserve. With more
Schaffer states,"look for Iced
than eight albums under their belt,
Iced Earth seeks to gain more recog Earth on our Glorious World Tour
nition with new fans in this country. starting in early 2004. I’m so psyched
They uphold an admirale and unique I can hardly wait!”
With such exciement from the
method of music writing, powerful
and rapid picking style that has been band an the fans, both new and
old, this appears to be the strongest
their signature for over a decade.
Though albums such as Some- Iced Earth there has ever been.

Looking For Something
Fun To Do?
N eed C ASH ?
Earn $250 - 800 per week!
Hourly wage starts at $8.00,
plus bonuses & commissions!
Work part-time (evenings) and
Saturday - set your Schedule!
We need outgoing, enthusiastic
and personable people.

for band listings and directions, visit our website at:

Call Jeff NOW!

www.theLoopLounge.com

973 275-1188
-
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May
Continued from p. 10
new young filmmakers, out to make her eye), it's at once shocking and my feeling that McKee made this
the best p ro d u c t they ca n and amusing to see her self-assurence with a passion for the Italian Auteur
shove the proverbial middle finger grow as we understand w hat she in his heart.
Adam is a silent, brooding
into the face of Hollywood and the wants.
Sure, her actions at times are evil tw enty-som ething w h o ’s just as
MPAA.
In the case of influences, McKee and murderous, but she imbues a tra p p ed in the world as May is.
is heavily guided by the demented certain innocence for most of the It’s a damn shame they didn't get
stylings of Dario Argento, but that is running time that is hard to shake to m eet under the right circum 
stances.
once the first murder takes place.
not at all a bad thing.
And who could com plete any
She's a misunderstood creature
That w ould m ean h e ’s taking
cues from the best in regards to out to make a creature of her own review of "May" without mentioning
visual sense, and surprisingly his in this macabre love story of tragic Suzie?
Sure, th a t harbinger of chaos
script and actors don't stumble or proportions.
Anna Farris seems to be may just sit in her ever-cracking glass
suffer because of it.
Not enough c a n 't be said about making a career at playing ditzes. case for most of the movie, but her
But this time she has a stretch; presence is felt.
Angela Bettis.
M ove over "Wilson” , w e may
Her p e rfo rm a n ce in “ M ay" is she must play a ditzy lesbian slut.
Sure it’s an have a new inademate object on
something to talk
obscure stretch, but out hands that’s almost as interest
about.
6 6 S h e ’s a
this entire movie is ing as the main character.
Her petite, child
She just sits there in that case, all
a stretch.
like
mannerisms
MISUNDERSTOOD
glass
eyes and a flaccid expression,
And she plays it
almost emit a cer
CREATURE
OUT
TO
MAKE
like
a
BFA or something. And yet
very, very well. Fill
tain pathos to her,
when
May
lashes out a t her, you
ing
her
speech
with
and her striking
A CREATURE OF HER OWN
know
it’s
going
to effect her psyche
double
entendres
features resemble
IN
THIS
MACABRE
LOVE
in
a
bad
way.
(“
Would
you
like
that of a living doll
As the case cracks and slowly
to pet my pussy...
at times.
STORY. 99
cat?") as she tries spiders from one end to another,
And somehow
to seduce May into it rattles and jangles May's nerves
w e ’re made to fall
a relationship (and to the point where she's yelling at
for May through
succeeds
to
a the poor doll.
her performance.
In one last attem pt to save face
She’s fragile, visibly and men degree). Fans relishes the opportunity
tally. Throughout the movie w e ’re to play something so outlandish and with Suzie, May brings her to a class
treated to little ticks and subtitles different from the typical “woman of blind children to show them her
thanks to Bettis (such as her humor in peril" or "girl next door” character "best friend.”
In a truly disturbing scene, we
ously shy answering machine mes she's been seen in, and it shows.
Jeremy Sisto is also quite a char witness the death of May’s sanity,
sage).
as well as her beloved doll.
And towards the inevitable acter as Adam.
Starting with a jolt of an opening.
The glaringly over-abundance
ending, where we com e to know
it culminates in her lazy eye being of Argento (note the posters, the
torn out by a pair of scissors (the film student film, and the 70s-inspired
opens on a frantic May clutching afro) on his character only solidifies

WWW.YAHOOMOVIES.COM

Angela Bettis portrays a tortured,
young doll like girl in Lucky McKee’s
new thriller, May.

"May" promises us blood, severed
appendages, a great soundtrack
and plenty of atmosphere.
Does it deliver? Of course. Just
give it patience.
Unlike the movie's premise,
where there are only so many parts
to like, this gem delivers as a whole.

•LMontclair State U

Are you tired o f hearing banks waffle when they try to explain w hy they apply
some arbitrary surcharge every time you get cash out o f their ATMs? So are we. Here’s
our simple explanation: We don’t charge you to get money out o f our ATMs. Even
if you’re not a W ashington M utual customer. Period. Imagine that. It’s just another
great reason to stop by your neighborhood W ashington M utual. Surcharge-free
ATMs, from the same people w ho bring you the truly Free Checking account.
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T h is l i l e e k in

E n te r ta in m e n t

M O V IE S

Thursday, September 18

Sunday, September 21

Greta G arbo 1905
Lita Ford 1958
James Gandolfini 1961
Jada Pinkett Smith 1971
James Marsden 1973

H.G. Wells 1866
Larry Hagm an 1931
Stephen King 1947
Bill Murray 1950
Faith Hill 1967
David Silveria 1972

Friday, September 19

Monday, September 22

A d a m West 1928
M am a Cass Elliott 1934
Twiggy Larson 1949
Joan Lunden 1950
Jim A b b o tt 1967
Jimmy Fallon 1974

Tommy Lasorda 1927
Nick C ave 1957
Andrea Bocelli 1958
Joan Jett 1960
Scott Baio 1961
Bonnie Hunt 1964

Saturday, September 20

Tuesday, September 23

Upton Sinclair 1878
Dr. Joyce Brothers 1928
Sophia Loren 1934
Gary Cole 1957
Kristen Johnston 1967
Stephnie M cm ahon 1976

M ickey Rooney 1920
John Coltrane 1926
Ray Charles 1930
Bruce Springsteen 1949
Jason ALexander 1959
M a tt Hardy 1974
Lillian M. Alem an 1981

, star o f American Psycho,
picked to play Batman in the .
movie. Christopher Nolan,
, w ill start filming in

M U S IC
Country music legend,
at age 71. “The man in
diabetes complications in
the 2 0 0 3 M TV VM A's,
N ine Inch N ails’, cover,
Cinematography.

TV
John Ritter, star of Three's Company, died
on the set of his new show, 8 Simple Rules
Por D ating N\y Teenage Daughter, at age 54.
He had a massive heart attack caused by an
aortic dissection which was un recognized. He
would’ve turned 5 5 on September 17.

m iM M m m m m M m
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m iüliJIM üiWii'Mi TMIfô
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY
Visit
k io
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us at * W
« n u m i , ok c m p t a .

i Student Center Building • Phone:(973)655-5460
In the event o f inclem ent weather conditions, event w ill be held on September 23rd
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C r o s s w o r d
ACROSS
1 Med. care plan
4 “The Screens”
dram atist
9 Christm as tune
14 McKellen of “The
Lord of the
Rings”
15 Pontificate
16 Maytag rival
17 Pains in the
neck
19 Chew noisily
20 O ne fisherm an
21 Protection from
the elements
23 Nerve gaps
25 Breakfasted
26 Hilarious fellow
27 Center, in hoops
32 Spoils
34 Ray of “Battle
C ry”
35 Teamster’s rig
36 Large vase
37 Cassava dish
40 _ - C IO
41 Aries o r Taurus
43 Marshes
44 Trees for dates
46 Com position
w riter
48 Chap
49 Egt.-Syr., once
50 W iseacres
54 Certain
executioners
58 M agazine piece
59 H o’s hello
60 Cham pagne
cooler
62 Calendar page
63 Road worker
64 Way in: abbr.
65 I’m outta here!
66 Garbo or Borg
67 The way, in
China
DOWN
1 Small
suggestions
2 Base-stealer
W ills
3 Fries alternative
4 G ridiron upright
5 Hemingway or
Borgnine
6 Mother-of-pearl
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7 Seine sum m er
8 Hardy lass
9 Regained
consciousness
10 Charm s
11 Talk wildly
12 A single time
13 Bolger and
Haley’s co-star
18 Killed, as a
dragon
22 H urricane’s
aftermath
24 EMS devices
28 Nuptial vows
29 G igolo’s date?
30 Like radios
31 G uitarist
Lofgren
32 Misleading
device
33 “Battle C ry”
author
34 Tarzan’s friends
38 Ignited
39 Opening
42 Childishly
disobedient

i
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45 Bit of tom foolery
47 Motorcycle
maker
48 Dressed
51 “Tara Road”
w riter Binchy
52 “M a ria __”
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Altercation
Bad actors
Lotion ingredient
“But answer
came th e re __”
57 Small drinks
61 Crow cry

“No, Billy ... The saying is: I f you love
something, set it fre e / not on FIRE.”
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Finding the Parking Spot
In a Haystack

Due to September parking problems, M SU has come up with new ways to make room.

Parking is as confusing on the first day o f classes, as an incoming Of life seems to so M m id ! b f better in the'ears of student motorists. The'
freshman trying to find their w ay to classes. Years come and go yet parking;issue, .foams" o le ^ th e m ghy!/he ad s,;-l^
parking, especially in the first month of school, becomes more packed fincSng a spot would bo paving to use it in the first place:'
than leaving Manhattan during rush hour.
The uixivoidabte 01 for ail that com e to MSU is the parking fee. The
Time later progresses during the year and it seems
standard balking permit is $50 for many surface lots.
to clear up. Students drop out of school, the motivation
For the Daddy Warbucks individuals, you can pay up
to attend, classes regularly begins to decrease, and
to $ 250 a year at the Red Hawk Deck,
« « Y ea r s co m e and go
That's only the initial fee. Add $25, and you get
as a resuit, more spots open up.
YET PARKING, ESPECIALLY a refundable E-Z Pass module for the deck, $25 - a
Regardless o f these happenings, complaints si ill
big refund isn’t it.
remain. What are the parking options for MSU students?
IN THE FIRST
The construction of the academ ic building that erased
But th a t is only for a d ju n ct faculty, p a rt-tim e
MONTH...BECOMES MORE
employees an d students. For those w ho work a t
the faculty parking lot resulted in professors dealing
the University making top dollar, the fee increases
with the same parking concerns as their students.
PACKED THAN LEAVING
according to salary.
What options hold for them as well?
M anhattan during
Faculty have the option of having money withheld
So here are the facts. There are 6,000 spaces far
from their paychecks to pay the deck fees.
i 8,000 students, employees and visitors. Keep in mind
rush HOUR. 99
So, you come to work to make money and lose
not every single person coming to the University is
driving. But if every student, every faculty member
: if ail a t the same time?
Taik about hands on learning. There,should be
and every empioyee drove, where would they park
independent study credits for business majors on "revenue strategy."
their car?
Practically speaking, the idea of everyone having to park a car Obviously, tuition and state funding atone cannot pay for all the fees of
wouldn't happen. The best way to publicize is to use percentages.; construction costs. Why not raise parking fees?
If incoming freshman knew that only two years ago, a parking decat
A 26 percent rise sure looks like a big increase in comparison to a
was half the price it is now, there would be more concern on the fare.
6,000 spots for 18,000 people.
So a resolution m ade by the University was the Red Hawk Deck,; Tickets and such also have increased but instead of complaining, there’s j
allotting people mere parking spaces. Keep in mind that the 6,000 nothing you can do about it.
Inflation increases the price and MSU has bills to pay themselves.
spaces include the Red Hawk Deck.
Unfortunately the check has to be paid.
Maybe the enrollment numbers shouldn’t be aimed so high.
I ____ I
_

The Voice of M ontclair State University
What Do You Think about the New
ResGuest Policy?
“D o n ’t they have b e tte r things

“It s such a w aste o f time, even

“I feel that the new procedures

to w o rry a b ou t like 1 ,0 0 0 cars

th e desk assistants c o m p la in

a re r e d u n d a n t a n d t o ta lly

exiting all a t once through one

a b o u t signing so m any guests

unnecessary for campus residents

exit, and Village residents w aiting

in.”

w ho p ay g o o d money in o rd e r

an hour fo r a bus so they d o n ’t
h a ve to w a lk a ll th e w a y to
campus?”
D erek Fahsbenc/er, English,
fourth year

Iv y C a r t e g e n a ,
commnications, second year

How Do You
r a il About
the Parking
Situation?

to live on campus and shouldn’t
deal with the tedious procedures
th a t

the

school

feels

necessary.”
Jose A . M o n g e ,
finance,third y e a r

a re
Call 9 7 3 -Ó 5 5 -5 2 4 1 or email
M ontOpinion ©yahoo, com
to respond.
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How Long Will They Mourn Me?
Tupac’s Shakur’s Memory Should Not Be Like Elvis Tabloids
Regardless if you believe it or not,
the youth of America falls under the
affects of the hip-hop generation.
Unlike “the thirty - somethings" who
were raised listening to either Rock
and Roll a n d/o r Soul, the
children of today hold hiphop music as an influence.
From this contemporary
artform marks the seven
year anniversary of one of
their most celebrated iconsTupac Shakur.
Why m ention Tupac
Shakur in the first place?
Moreover why focus on the
man seven years after his
death?
The mystery surrounding
his untimely murder contin
ues his legacy, gaining more and
more converts, even to those chil
dren too young to even remember
that Friday the thirteenth in 1996.
The number seven holds many
symbolic references from both theo
logians and numerologists, associat
ing the reference to both king and
God.
Coincidentially, Shakur’s first post
humous album was subtitled “The 7

day Theory".
quite similar. For Presley his swaying sented of the spirit of rebellion.
The main title of Shakur's final hips swooned young teenage girls, Trailblazing this path, Shakur kicked
planned studio recording in fa c t gyrating all the way to the bank. down the door without regret.
was called “ Makavelli: The Don Kil- From that bank he later courted a life
Please however, make a clear
luminati."
of excess, and from later drug abuse, distinction that Shakur and Presley’s
The obvious allusion tfi Presley's lifestyle
c o m p a ris o n
Italian writer Nicolo Machia
caught up to him
should go no
velli, w ho’s claim to fame in his own mysteri
further.
Tupac
f t ... THE CHOSEN MUSIC
happened to be faking his ous demise.
Shakur's intention
own death, shadowed the
Tupac Shakur’s
in music was far
OF THE YOUTH IS USU
idea that Shakur may have i n f l u e n c e skymore introspec
ALLY REPRESENTETATIVE
followed the same path.
rocked his audio
tive.
Now put these ideas pictures of urban
Often labeled
OF THE SPIRIT OF REBEL
together: th e n u m b e r reality, stirring up
as h yp ocritica l,
seven, Machiavelli and even former Sena
LION. T railblazing this
Shakur
would
Shakur in Nostradamus type tor Bob Dole with
objectify women
path, S hakur kicked
fashion made a prediction his gun
toting
in one song (How
of his demise.
swagger.
do you w ant it),
Although all specula
"Live by the
and express his
tion, many fans had the gun, die by the
respect for all
DOWN THE DOOR... n
idea of his return hang over their gun” later became
fe m a les
in
heads ever since his passing. The the title of the first memorial mural another (Keep your Head up). In
seven-year anniversary seemed to in his name.
later interviews his main answer to
be a n ticia p te d like the return of
The comparisons are slight, yet all his criticism was that his music
Jesus, although not as earth shaking. both evolved their respective genres dealt with humani t y w e r e a l l
Ironically, this is not the first musical in the forefront with controversy. e m o t i o n s w e r e addressed.
icon who's “return" convinced fans This is usually the initiation of new Making "thug” a regular term in hipto think twice about his earthly status. music before it reaches mainstream hop vocabulary may give a rookie
Ever hear of a guy named Elvis Pre status.
in the hip hop game a negative
sley?
For Shakur, like Presley, the chosen
Now the parallels of both are music of the youth usually is repre
see "SHAKUR" on p. 19

I

Spirituality Banned in Hollywood
Mel Gibson Movie About Jesus Christ, The Passion, Is Censored
I have been watching late night
Many of the Jewish protesters
TV a bit, and it seems that whenever I believe that if this film is released
turn on a well-known talk show I hear a sense of Anti-Semitism will prevail
a great deal about Mel Gibson’s in the w orld w hich the ADL and
new movie based on the final hours Catholic Church have spent years
of Jesus of Nazareth's life.
to suppress.
The film is called The
In the film, as it appears
Passion because it deals
to the ADL; the blame for
with the trial and Crucifixion
Christ’s death lays solely on
of Jesus, which is referred to
the Jewish hierarchy that
as his “ passion” .
existed during the time of
This film supposedly is like
Roman occupation.
no other biblical film we
The truth of the matter,
have ever seen. Mr. Gibson
if you believe the Christian
has made it a point to stay Michael A.
scripture and teachings, is
true to the Gospel's inter
that Jesus was killed will
pretation of the last few VALENZANO ingly for the sins of the
hours of Jesus' life and has
world, the “sacrificial lamb”
chosen to use Latin, Greek
so often mentioned in the
and Aramaic (a dead Hebrew dia scriptures.
lect) as the dialogue.
Every Sunday Catholics recite the
In my opinion this film dwarfs 1,700-year-old Nicene Creed, and
all other historical accounts of the every time they do they mention that
Crucifixion. Gibson has said the film Jesus was ‘crucified under Pontius
is fa ith fu l to the a c c o u n t o f the Pilate.’
crucifixion in the four Gospels and is
They do not say Jesus was killed
meant, “To inspire, not offend."
by the Romans. Nor do they say he
The very thought of this movie was killed by the Jews.
being released has brought about
They individualize the guilt. That
a major debate in the Christian and anti-Semitic Christians have sought
Jewish communities because of the to blame ‘the Jews' deserves con
many differences people of these demnation. But fairness dictates that
respected faiths have.
Gibson should not be put in that
The controversy, m eanwhile, camp.
centers on charges from people who
As he has said, ‘neither I nor
have never seen any version of the my film is anti-Semitic.’ That’s good
film, that it is anti-Semitic.
enough fortheCatholic League and
Those charges are unfair and good enough for me.
inappropriate, in my opinion. Many
I do not believe that this film will
of the people who stood outside the cause any hatred towards people
Fox studios in NYC to protest the film of the Jewish faith by Christians. If
have not even seen it (nor have I for you look back at all the holocaust
that matter).
films that were made, Schindler's List
and The Diary of Anne Frank, there

The M o n tcla rio n M a ilb a g Policy

was no one who protested that, oppose and support this film, and
and as I recall there was no sense the same holds true for conserva
of anti-Geitnan attitude upon the tives.
films release. The accusations are
There is a bigger picture here.
ludicrous and caused by paranoia.
I believe th a t it is the secular
Howéver the
fundamentalists
ADL and other
that are trying to
organizations have
keep spirituality
66 Now WHEN A FILM
requested that Mel
out of America.
Gibson rewrite the
Indeed to me,
IS MADE TO INSPIRE SPIR
film. Re-Write? How
this is spiritualism
ITUALITY IN THE WORLD
ironic th a t when
vs.
secularism.
a movie producer
Whenever
there
THE LIBERALS CONDEMN
takes
artistic
are films or books
IT AND SEEK TO HAVE IT
license with histor
that are released
ical events he is
to inspire deep
NOT SHOWN. 99
lionized as artistic,
religious feelings
creative and bril
in people, the
liant.
very secular soci
Such as when
ety we live in tries
Ted Turner re-organized historical to condemn them.
events in Gettysburg and Gods and
. Fifteen years ago when the Last
Generals to glorify what he felt was Temptation of Christ was released
the American Civil War, and Martin many religious leaders condemned
Scorcese's Last Temptation of Christ, the film and were told by the liberal
where Jesus was portrayed having (secular) persons to have an open
sexual fantasies of both hetera and mind and that if they did not like it,
homosexual nature because HE felt don’t go to see it.
that is what Jesus was thinking about
Much of the violence and sex
on the cross.
that we see on television and the
However when another takes movies today is also condem ned
special care to be true to the real-life by religious organizations and they
story, he is vilified.
still get the same response, “ If you
A ctor/producer Mel Gibson is don't like it, don’t read it, watch it,
discovering these truths the hard and patronize it."
way as he is having difficulty finding
Now when a film is made to
a United States studio or distributor inspire spirituality in the world the
for The Passion.
liberals condem n it and seek to
After researching this film and the have it not shown.
debates against it, I have found a
My response to this is the same
deeper agenda here. I do not think they have given for years, if you do
of it as a liberal vs. conservative
debate here.
There are many liberals who both
SEE "PASSION" ON p. 19
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TbPledge Or Not To
Two Sides

* "... ;
■ _____

TryTo Answer College's Age
Is Greek Life Really Worth It? '

Come Join My
Fraternity
Falling Into the Brotherhood Hype
So you’re strolling along to your frat house breeds independence,
1 p.m. class when you’re suddenly responsibility, and maturity levels.
Pardon me while I roll my
confronted outside the
eyes.
Student Center by some
Please excuse me if those
husky mongrel covered
filthy,
unkempt, disgusting
in Greek letters.
living
conditions
exemplify
He hands you a flyer
the aforem entioned traits.
and mumbles some
It's almost as if Animal House
thing about a mixer this
has caused all frat boys to
Thursday.
forget the basic chores their
You p ro b a b ly g o t
mothers taught them.
stopped because of
Joe
And don’t forget those
your Abercrombie shirt,
RotHgeber feelings
of superiority that are
Diesel sneakers, your
preached, no doubt leading
just-bought-but-aiready- vzzzzz
to sweaty, manly, competi
faded jeans, or your
spiky hair that was gelled up just tion with rival frats. Ah yes, maturity.
Rushing is always fun. What better
right today.
What would be college without way to spend the bulk of a semester
fraternities? Well, it would probably than becoming a lap dog?
It’s worth it once you get that
be a lot less like high school.
license
to a c t like a jerk and take
Frats run rampant on campuses
across the country, mostly consist advantage of inebriated girls.
Then there’s also coloring in
ing of macho, arrogant, insecure
boys looking to recreate the "in block letters with chalk for hours on
end to advertise your frat.
crowd" in college.
This all seems
If you look
well
worth the time
close enough
it
takes
to carve
you're sure to
CRUSHING IS ALWAY
out
your
own
discover that the
FUN. W hat BETTER WAY
paddle so your
majority o f frat
big b ro th er c a n
boys fail into one
TO SPEND THEBULK O F A
g e t Neanderthal
of two ca te g o 
SEMESTER THAN BECOM
on you.
ries
But hey, it's all
The first of
ING A LAP DOG? 99
a
rite
of passage.
these
two
That’s
what
groups is the
your dad says
high
school
anyway.
“geeks"
who
Loyalty, brothtook
some
erhood, and a
w eig h t gather
after their senior year and were way to get hired without the creden
lucky enough to have their tials.
I must be stupid to pass up such
“acceptance” of others.
an
opportunity.
The second g ro up m aking
It really all depends on how bad
up frat boys are those that have
already established their coolness you w a n t th a t five-dollar Russell
from their high school days and A thletic w indbreaker with Greek
are trying desperately to continue letters ironed on. Happy pledging!
on with that success.
These are the ones that usually
have the barbed w i r e t a t t o o
a r o u n d t h e i r biceps. The
ones n o t e x a c t l y comfy with
their masculinity.
Now, I know what you’re think
ing, “ frats are a great way to meet
new people and participate in
events benefiting the community.”
That argument is about as tired
as the “ paying for friends" criti
cism (which this writer is purposely
avoiding due to overuse:)
The drunken escapades that
go on within most frats highly out
num ber the am ount o f w orthy
causes they" do.
Joe ftamgeber, an English major,
Then there's those that claim is in h& first year as a columnist for
be in g in a fra t a n d living in a the Montclarion.

0/d Question:

Misconceptions of
the College
Fraternity
Many services such as social
While walking around campus it is
hard to deny the fact that fraternities functions, leadership conferences,
and sororities exist.
and even health insur
Giant placards near the
ance are included in the
Student Center are painted
dues of my own fraternity
with Greek letters and rush
and many others.
slogans, rocks surrounding
campus are painted in
“If I join a fraternity I
have to live In the house."
similar ways, and students
or “ The fra t house is a
proudly display letters on
disgusting mess.”
their shirts. It may be obvious
that the Greeks do exist on
Mike
campus but there are many
Unfortunately, MSU
Cofaro
does not have fraternity
misconceptions about the
houses. Houses are often
Greeks that exist.
Let me first say that I am
rented off campus by
a member of the Delta Chi Fraternity members and are used as fraternity
and have been for the past three houses.
When joining a fraternity, living
years. Joining a fraternity has been
a positive experience in my life and in the house is not necessary by
I can honestly say it is a major factor any means. Most houses are small
and filling them is not a problem.
that has kept me a t MSU,
If your experience in fraternity
The purpose o f this article is
to dispel the misconceptions that I houses were limited to parties, then
have encountered in my years here your opinion of these houses would
be negative. People are tracking
at MSU.
mud and spill
For example:
ing drinks ail
over the floor.
“ Frat’s only exist
fifi Should we all srr
This would
to party.”
IN OUR DORM ROOMS
m ake g ra n d 
ma’s house look
M any p e o p le
HOPING THAT OUR PHYS
trashy.
Obvi
do not understand
ously
these
that there are other
ICS PROFESSOR WILL j
houses aren’t
types o f fraternities
EMAIL US EXTRA HOMÉthe cleanest,
than just social. To
but you have
name a few,there
WORK? 99
to understand
are honors fraterni
that
college
ties, business fra 
students living
ternities, and law
together are !
fraternities that are
are very common and some do exist not the neatest people in the world
whether they are in a fraternity
on campus.
While social fraternities do “ party’’, or not.
many social fraternities are involved !
“ Frat boys are immature.”
in philanthropic activities, intramural
sports, and non-achololic events.
Fraternity members are college
These may not be the main focus of
the organization, but they do play a students and people. Every person
role in the operations of the chapter. is obviously different and some
But what is the problem with partying people are immature.
This happens whether you are
at college anyway?
Is being social such a horrible in a fraternity or not. Making such
thing for college students to do? a statement is extremely prejudice.
Should we all sit in our dorm rooms If nothing else, a fraternity offers
hoping that our physics professor will many opportunities to grow and
become more mature.
email us extra homework?
My fraternity offers annual lead
“ Fraternity members are buying | ership conferences where mem
bers learn leadership skills, chapter
their friends.”
m anagem ent, and job hunting
Yes, dues are a part of belong skills.
Many members in the fraternity
ing to a fraternity*or sorority but.
friendships are not exchanged upon hold offices and chair positions
to help the chapter function. Runpayment.
Dues are a necessary-atot of : ning a fraternity Chapter is similar
a fraternity because c o B ^ lM w n -; to n jn n i^ :ap|ite#ss.
puses require the organizgiig^B be
insured. Unfortunately,Jpf|M Bce
s k * FRATERNITY”o m p . 19
is not free.
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Shakur

Montclarion Mailbag
Resguest.
Responses
The new ResGuest policy may
toe an inco n ve n ie n ce to m any
MSU students, but it is an effective
way to maintain safety throughout
the campus.
Katie Adler, undeclared
In regards to the new. ResGuest policy, there' are some
downsides to this new, and sup
posedly im pro ve d system,, b u t
overall 1 think that it works to the
benefit of all the students and staff |
of Montclair Slate,
Ryan Swanson, undeclared
This policy can be an incon
venience as well as the best
move yet. Perhaps residents would
appreciate the policy if something
harmful were to occur?
. In my opinion,' this is a safe
step to protecting the lives of ail
residents.
Jenna Fragale, psychology
major

In m y opinion, I think that it is
an efficient way of keeping track
of who comes in and out o f the
residence halts.
On the other hand, it is also an
annoyance to the residents that
have to come up and down to sign
their friends in that already live on
campus.
Sasha Rutko, undeclared
The hew guest policy is supposed
to reduce headaches about safety
but in the end it just gives you a
worse ^headache from waiting on
Tine to sign people in and out.
Lindsay Jones, undelcared

Parking Plea
All m ighty powers th a t be a t
Montclair State University, I hail youl
Thank you for your amazingly pre
scient ability to negatively impact
the future of so many of your stu
dents.
It’s not easy to increase the
am ount of students enrolled in a
university, w hile simultaneously
decreasing the number of students
who will ever graduate.
But you have worked your

1believe that the New Resident
Guest Policy provides M ontclair i i m a g i c | | i i .
students with a great amount o f
Those students who ere working
safety.
their way through school, commut
Evert though, it might seem a j ing long distances, or responsible for
little time consuming and exhaust any other human being, will soon
ing to sign in every single guest, it be as invisible to this campus as
a llo w the administration to keep formerly extant parking spaces.
tra ck o f how m any people are
YesJ, Thank you, elitist powers!
inside, ■
Those -who are unable to allocate
an additional hour or more a day to
Krystsina Kuprytenka,
'circle ground desperately seeking
undeclared
a parking spot, or whose who must
use the non-existent extra hour
I think its very reassuring that to park so far away that we must
‘ this policy is in effect because it rely on untimely campus busing,
might be a drag to the students, will soon be bidding adieu to this
but it’s for their safety.
institution of equity and inspiration.
it couldn't have been easy to
leonor Familia, justice studies hide the grin as our hard-earned
major
; $50.00 parking fee was passed from
our thin wallet to your laughing and
Although the ResGuest Policy is sneering coffers.
getting extremely negative com 
But you did it! Not only did
ments, I believe the effort is going j you accomplish this amazing feat,
to be effective in the long run.
you were simultaneously able to
The inconvenience to the resi convince us to pay computer lab
dents will be inevitable. It will just fees for shuttered computer labs.
take a white to get used to.
Oh, happy day!
This was an amazing life-lesson
Barbara da Silva, international in highway robbery, thievery of the
business major
highest order.
Let us ail pay for spaces that
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Continued from p. 17
view of Shakur. But in actuality, he
was far more intelligent.
During these seven years, he has
had a book of his poetry published
as well the emergence of courses
studying
his music in comparison
Maria Rispoli, English
to his well read repetoire. The list
of novels include Christopher Mar
lowe’sDr. Faustus, Frantz Fanon’s The
Wretched of the Earth and obviously
Nicolo Machiavelli's The Prince. In
addition he has has a total of three
posthumous collections of his work,
And so, here I sit, writing out
lesson plans for old Willy S’s Mac- j along with a greatest hits album.
Presented are these ideas on
beth; scanning the dictionary for
w hat I feel scratches the surface.
quiz definitions {which will be dif
Rather than exploit the man, honor
ficult enough to make appealing
his
contributions to the art.
to my students): consuming fear
Rather than wait until his sight
some amounts o f co ffe e : and,
ings alongside LIFO's in the National
not least, trembling in the heels of
Enquirer, let his memory be left in
my Dr. Martins as I aw ait for the
peace. Rather than criticize - cel
students, my cooperating teacher,
ebrate.
and the devil himself to grasp the
Celebrate that someone had the
rip cord co n ne cted to my final
testicular fortitude to stand for what
semester.
he saw right and exposed what he
1 have been a t Montclair State
did not agree with.
for what seems a lifetime (a little
Although noble, pointing out the
over two years).
truth and instigating it as well, resulted
I have supported sixteen and
in what arguably was his martyrdom,
a half tons of course load on my
clearly expressed in his music.
back, while simultaneously walking
Seven deservingly fits as the
a tightrope and watching my bank
amount of years to finally give the
account acquire an odd form of
hoopla a rest.
none returning osmosis.
His own words say enough: "Only
My patience is diminished. But
God can judge me." Let the man
it is here! It has come, as so many
rest in peace.
said that it would.
I have but to wait until Dec. 18,
and I am a free man. Then what?
I am dum ped out into the cold
Jason Hortillas, an English major,
of the true world. How many high
is in his first y ea r as Opinion Editor
schools will be looking for an English
for th e M o n tclario n .
teacher in the middle of Decem
ber?
How do I breathe and eat in
the interim? I can sub, but the pay
is below par.
I can always go back to driving
a truck, as I did before I arrived at
M.S.U., but how will that read on
Continued from p. 17
my resume?
I have all hopes of finding a
position in my new found occupa
not like it, don’t watch it, but please
tion; it will not be a problem - I
do not prevent those who still have
think?
some spirituality in their lives from
Montclair has armed me with
seeing it.
a well-respected curriculum; this I
can not deny.
Might I simply be startled by the
thunderous crashes of newfound
waves?
do not exist! Perhaps next you’ll
allow u$ to purchase shares in
that bridge I’ve heard wonderous
talk of?

Post Graduate
Blues

Passion

Robert H. Pierson, English
education major

M ichael Valenzano, a history major,
is in his second y ea r as a columnist
fo r th e M o n tclario n .

Fraternity
continued from p. 18
Also, many parents comment that
their sons are much more mature
than when they left for college the
previous year.
Fraternity members are more
likely to graduate college and many
members of Congress, CEO’s of For
tune 500 companies, and Presidents
are fraternity members.
College is not all about partying
and drinking, but these things
happen whether you are in a frater
nity or not.
Unfortunately, movies like Animal
House and Revenge of the Nerdsgive people a reason to misunder

stand these college organizations.
After reading this, I hope that you
have come to a better understand
ing of w hat a college fraternity is
and maybe possibly consider joining,
one. It's never too late...fraternity
membership lasts a lifetime.

M ike Cataro, a com puter science
major, is in his first year as Editor In
C hief for th e M o n tclario n .

HELLO? U.N.? I'm GélT/MG A LCfT of ¿NnERFERENrce,
C A N Y oU HEAR ME-NCTW? H E LLO ? H E L L O '???.
COURTESY OF KRT CAMPUS
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Doctoral Degrees
• Ed,D. in Pedagogy
• Doctor of Environmental
Management (D.Env.M.)

Masters Degrees
• Administration & Supervision
• Anthropology
• Biology
• Business Administration (MBA)
• Certificate Programs (various)
• Chemistry
• Communication Studies
• Communication
Sciences & Disorders
• Computer Science
• Counseling, Human Services
& Guidance
• Early Childhood Special Education

for all Graduate Programs

• Education.
• Educational Psychology
• English

Sunday, September 21,2003

• Environmental Studies
• Fine Arts

Student Center
1 :30-3:30 p.m.

• Fine Arts in Studio Arts (MFA)
• French
• Geoscience
• Health Education

Learn moreaboutwr programs; attend
workshops onfinancial aid

• Human Ecology
• Learning Disabilities
• Legal Studies
• Linguistics, Applied

faculty advisers andthe Graduate School staff!
Refreshments will be served.

• Mathematics
• Music
• Physical Education

nsnour websiteat www.montelair.eduor
Call (973) 655-5147 for additional Information.

M O N T C L A IR
U N IV E R S IT Y
The state o f learning in New Jersey,

• Social Sciences

• Theatre
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child care wanted
Childcare Tues-Fri late afternoons / early
evening help to transport 11 + 16 y.o.
boys to activities help with our cockapoo.
non-smoker, must have own car. call
973-744-0113._____________________
Babysitter needed two or three weekdays
for adorable baby girl toddler just minutes
from campus. Mornings or Afternoons,
hours are flexible. Experience or Childhood
Ed Majors a plus. Call 973-256-0882
Room+board, DSL, phone exchange for
2.5 days / week care for 5th grade girl loves animals, needs help with reading.
Quite Montclair home with single mom.
973-744-7332. Elizabeth._____________

*★ *★ ***★ ★ *★ *****★ ★ ***★

★
*

★

i

*

P o sitio n s A vailab le Im m ediately *
it

____
M
....
fo
r Mad Scientists.
* * * * * * * * *

*

*********

J

it M *t Science o f North Central New Jersey ★
J is currently looking for students to work *
* 1 -4 hours a week teaching science classes *
* to kids. Excellent pay-including training!! *

*

_ .,

★

*

Do You;

J
*
i

*L ove Working with children/
#H ave foil-tim e access to a car/
* Have an outgoing personality/

£
*
^

★
^
it
J

if you answered yes to these guestions, *
give us a call at C973) 244-1880
★
and set up an interview.
*

*
★
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ♦★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Hr****

Student w/ childcare/EDU experience
needed to help me in my Westfield home
to care for 3 yr. old and 4 mo. old. 15 hr/wk,
flex. Call Carrie 908-389-9891.

For Boy 10 and Girl 8 in Upper Montclair.
Wed. 3-10 and one or two other days
flexible time. Fun Person. Safe Driver Call Anaela 973-509-9666.

Searching for a student who is energetic,
responsible and playful to baby-sit two
preschoolers in our Upp. Mtc. home, 10-15
hours per week. Prior experience and
3 references a must. Pay scale $10-13
per hour depending on experience. If
interested call Sallv <®. 201-953-1583.

Charming, mature 7 year old boy loves
to laugh, play games, have fun. Must be
non-smoker, possess car, tolerate cats.
Mon: 5:30 - 8:00, Tues/Thurs: 5:30 - 7:30.
$10.00/hour plus gas money. Robin:
201-650-3864 or 973-748-6169.

Spring Break‘04 with StudentCity.com and
Maxim Magazine. Earn with Free Trips,
Cash, and VIP Status as a Campus
Rep! Choose from the hottest destina
tions. Book early for FREE MEALS,
FREE DRINKS and 150% Lowest Price
Guarantee! To reserve online or view our
Photo Gallery, visit www.studentcity.com
or Call 1-888-SPRINGBREAK!

M-F or T-F 3:30 - 6:30 p.m. 2 children 8
yr. +11 yr. Must drive and prepare dinner.
412/hr. Rebecca 973-509-6086.

Childcare needed after school for 9 yr old
twins in my Bloomfield home -10 minutes
from Montclair State. 3 p.m. - 6 p.m. M-F.
Call 973-338-1035 or 646489-9663.

Caring, creative, responsible, energetic
person needed to care for our 2-year-old
daughter on Mondays. Please call Shelley
973-655-1896.

Wayne mom looking for experienced
babysitter for 4 year and 2 year old boys.
6-10 hours/month, mostly weekend nights.
Must Drovide references. 973-720-9133

Babysitter wanted for 2 boys, 9&12.
Afternoons, will work with your schedule.
Cooking, driving. $12/hr. 973-509-7154
Montclair

A “Reality” Spring Break 2004 Only
Sunsplash Tours Featured in ‘The Real
Cancún”Movie Lowest Prices Free Meals
& Parties before Nov. 6 2 Free Trips for
Groupswww.sunsplashtours.com 1-800Babysitter to care for three children ages! 426-7710
5,2 and 3 month two days a week while
mother works from Wyckoff home. $12 100% Phone work in call center. Pre-Legal
Collection of consumer debt. Base pay
Der hour. Call Kate 201-612-9919.
+ commissions. Full-time and Part-time
shifts. Aggressive & assertive profession
als need only apply. Please fax resumes:
973-259-0497.

Childcare & light housekeeping for our
Upper Montclair family.
Monday &
Wednesday 1:30 - 6:30, Thursday 3-8
(flexible). Transporting children ages
5,9 from school and activities. Assisting
pregnant Mom with housekeeping. Driv
ers license, non-smoking. Call Amy
973-655-8824.
Babysitter needed for 8 month old. 10
hours/weekly. Occasional weekends.
$ 12/hour.
References/experience
required. Please call: 415-378-3903.
Seeking an experienced babysitter for 1
year old in Upper Montclair. Fridays 8-5.
Ideal person is dependable non-smoker
with own transportation. References a
must. 973-233-0635.

Contemporary American Tavern in Wayne
seeks bright personable people for all posi
tions. Full time / Part time. Good money
for the right people! Call 973-696-9440
for immediate interview.

Looking for responsible individual to care
for infant son in our Bloomfield home 1-2
days a week. Days/hours flexible. Please
call Tracv at 201-247-8093.

help wanted

Spring Break 2004. Travel with STS,
America’s #1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancún, Acapulco, Bahamas,
and Florida. Now hiring campus reps.
Call for group discounts. Information/
Reservations
1-800-648-4849
or
www.ststravel.com__________________
The Perfect Part-time job. Two positions.
A twelve-month position - additional
hours during the summer and holidays.
Hours fit to your schedule: Convenient
to campus. Administrative assistant to
maintain databases, website, and files.
You must have good computer, spelling,
typing skills. We will train. Call Dawne
at 973-746-8726.

■

Seen our S ch o larsh ip Channel la te ly ?
We've added over

Help wanted immediately. On-Campus
marketing for 2 week promotion.
Groups or individuals.
Good pay.
Call
now:
888-877-3663
x309;
ismael(®camDusfbod.com

for sale
93 MAZDA MX3 - black, two-door, moon
roof. 110K. Automatic, A/C, great shape.
Plus four additional snow tires. $2,500 or
B/O. 732-882-1172_________________

services
ESL: Certified Instructor offering individual
tutoring, all levels. Group forming now
for group lessons. Call Nancy Vogel at
973-783-9842. Please leave a message.

250,000 brand new scholarships

and revamped our entire site to give you

more accurate search results!
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Where’s The Love?

Sport/ Trivio
Question: Baseball: Who
are the only two players in
baseball history with nine con
secutive seasons with at least
100 RBIs, and 35 homers?
Answer to last weeks question:
Wimbledon is played on a
grass court.

Lor /

COURTESY OF ED LEONARD

M SU student shows his school spirit at home women’s
soccer game.
By Jose Ortiz
SportsEditor

What happened to the days of
cheerleaders dancing, marching
band trumpets blaring, and crazy
college kids painting their faces and
bodies in support of their team? It
seems as though school spirit at MSU
is about as alive as Bohn Hall on a
Saturday night. Attendance barely
cracks 200 at any sporting event,
and Sprague Field seats 1100. There
were more fans in the seats at my
high school games.
When was the last time you went
to a Red Hawks home game? If
you’re like most MSU students, the
last game you went to was last year’s
Homecoming game. Students con
stantly complain about there being
nothing to do on campus, and no
where to go. Yet combining all seven
Fall sports, there is average of af least
four home games per week that any
student could attend at any time,
and the only thing it would cost is
time. And students let’s face it, most
of you aren't doing anything much
more productive anyway.
It isn't as if our athletic teams are
bad, this season our men's soccer
team is 5 - 1, second place in the
conference, we have a great foot
ball team just two seasons removed
from back to back conference
championships, and a solid women's
sports program. Yet star lacrosse
player Jessica Hann says, "students
don’t take it as serious as they might
take other schools because we are
D3.”
We have strong talented athletes
here at MSU, which can only get
better if we, the student body, come
out and support them. Besides the
fields and Panzer Gym are jusf a hop,
skip and a jump away. Imagine how
heart breaking that is to an athlete
to look up and see no one rooting

for them. So why is it that at every
home game there are more empty
seats than filled ones?
To find fhis answer, I turned to the
source, you the students at MSU. The
biggest reason that students aren’t
going to games, and supporting the
teams is because they don’t know
about them. There just isn’t enough
notice of games being played. The
school doesn'f put up any signs, or
make any general announcements.
The only w ay people know is by
reading our school paper, or hearing
about it on our radio station 90.3.
Maybe it would help if the school put
out some fliers in the dorms.
A cco rd in g to Freshman Sara
Barett, she doesn’t feel that there
is enough going on at these games
outside the .game itself. The school
has no marching band, no pep ral
lies, there isjust no extra incentive for
a student to want to go to a game.
Maybe if the school provided some
other halftime entertainment outside
of a cigarette break, we could fill
those seats up a little more.
Academ ic advisor of the SGA,
Percy Chang, also made some good
suggestions proposing the school
could use some school spirit equip
m ent such as noise makers, free
t-shirts, or anything to make the
games more interesting. The former
residence life director also co m 
plained about the parking. You have
to pay to park so you can support
your team, and that’s not right. The
least the school could do is reserve
some spots for hom e spectators,
“w e ’re paying all this tuition, and
we're not seeing the money.”
Bottom line, if MSU wants to fill
the seats at home games to give our
athletes some support, the school is
going to have to bone up some of
the money that we keep paying, but
never seeing. Fat chance!

Trmo

M en’s Soccer Wins
The lone goal ca m e on a
h e ader a t 25:07 in the first half
SportsEditor
by #3 Steve Leonard, and was
assisted by, w ho else, b u t the
NJAC o ff en si ve p la y e r of th e
MSU
1
week, Sean Horan. However, MSU
a ll o w e d m an y scoring o p p o r
Kings (PA)
tunities to pass th r o u g h their
__
fingertips by failing to convert on
all but one of their co rn er kick
It was a rainy M onday a fte r opportunities. When asked for a
noon a t Pittser Field as the MSU com m ent on his team's, lack of
m en's s o c ce r te a m e x te n d e d
scoring, C oach Sentowski a ttrib 
their record to 5 - 1 on the
uted it to poor decision making
season by d e fe a tin g King’s c o l on the a tta ckin g third, as well as
lege from PA, 1 - 0. The field was
poor execution.
wet, but as usual,
This victo ry puts
th e Red Hawk
your
MSU
Red
d e fense p ro ve d
Hawks a t s e c o n d
impervious.
p l a c e in th e c o n 
From w h istle
ference, and a t #6
to whistle M o n t
overall in the d ivi
¿¿De fe n s e
c la ir d o m in a te d
sion III polls. But
Kings U niversity
they have yet to
by w in n in g all
play a co n fe ren ce
W in s G a m e s ??
first and second
o p p o n e n t, so their
balls, and allow 
-J& ff Fiorino, SR. first real test will be
ing o n ly th re e
D&f&ncJ&r this Saturday, on
corner kicks and
th e roa d, agai ns t
10 shots on goal
Rutgers - C am den.
in
the
entire
Then their next four
gam e.
M ean
games are against
w h ile MSU b o a s t e d i d e n t i c a l
c o n f e r e n c e tea m s, i n c l u d i n g
stats in the first half alone with
MSU lo n g tim e rival, Rowan, on
their final tally ending a t a co m  the road.
m anding 21 shots on goal and
If the offense can g e t it c lick
11 co rn er kicks. W atching the
ing, w e w ill have the makings
gam e, the only thing th a t was
of a very g o o d me n's s o c c e r
not rem iniscent o f MSU's d o m  season. They are a young team ,
ination was the 1 - 0 score.
having a d d e d seven new p la y
O nce again, the defense bailed
ers to their roster this season and
them out of a gam e fh a t should
a cco rd in g to C oach Sentowski,
have been a blow out. When
“The chem istry isn’t quite there
asked a b ou t the defense’s great
y e t.” Still they have m anaged
play, senior defensive man Jeff
to find a w ay to win, and in the
Fiorino sim ply said, " De fen se
end, t h a t ’s all th a t matters. But
wins gam es.” And it ’s been just
if the ultim ate goal is th a t elusive
th a t simple for the Red Hawks
D3 n a tio n a l ch a m pio n ship , we
this season.
have a long w ay to go.
By Jose Ortiz
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Red H aw k

A ction

T h ro u g h 9/02/03

Men’s Soccer
Football

NJAC Overall
Ramapo

0-0

M SU

0-0 5-1
A

NJCU

5-0-1

H (FO

;

■

Kean

5-1-1

's

o-o

4-1-1

1 0-0'

Rowan
Richard St$|kton

’!

R u tg e rs C Jitlé n J

Saturday 9/20
Away vs. Frostburg
@1 p.m.
C ross C ounty

4-2

I 'M
■ I o3P

3-2-1
3-2-1

William Paterson

0-0

2-2

Rutgers-Newark

0-0

2-3

TCNJ

0-0

2-4

Women’s Soccer
NJAC Overall
Rowan

0-0

5-0

Richard Stockton

0-0

3-0

« 0-0 5-1
Rutgers-Camden ■ B r f c ) 4-1-1
* ’Â W
3-1-1
Ramapo
I o-m 3-1-1
M SU

Saturday 9/27
@Drew Invitational
@10:30 a.m.
Field Hockey

Thursday 9/18
away vs. C.W. post
@ 4 p.m.
Saturday 9/20
away vs. Muhlenberg
@1 pm

TCNJ

1 0 -0

William Patëftofr—

0-0

1-3-2

Rutgers-Newark

0-0

1-3

NJCU

0-0

0-1-1

Volleyball
NJAC Overall
NJCU

1-0

2-1

Richard Stockton

1-0

5-5

K; M k

1# | Ì
«

William PaterspST

1

Rutgers-Newark

4-6
5-2

¡H

2-10

Kean

0-1

1-7

Ramapo

0-1

0-4

Rutgers-Camden

0-1

0-4

1

M SU

I

4-5

1

Saturday 9/20
away vs. Rutgers-Camden
@ 6 p.m.
Wednesday 9/24
Home vs. Rutgers - Newark
@ 3:00 p.m.
V olleyball

Thursday 9/18
@ William Paterson
@7 p.m.

jg d

Field Hockey

Levine scored the final three goals in double
OT victo ry over TCNJ.

M en ’s S occer

2-2

Kean

Rowan

Wednesday 9/24
Home vs. SUNY New Paltz

Senior
Hometown: Pompton Plains, NJ

R

e

s

r ia w k
u

l

t

s

h o n o r a b I e

I
yonTCLAm
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*
o
u

O

m e n t i o n

Steph Sabaliauskas
Junior
Hometown: Edison,NJ

CP

Steph had two goals and two assists against
Ferrum.

o Edgar Dinten
0 Sophom ore
o Hometown: O ldbridge, NJ
His goal keeping performance earned him a
shutout against Ferrum.

NJAC Overall

__ 1-0 3-0
| 4ferN 6-0

M SU

Kean
William Patersorfij
Rowan

/ Éj

Richard S to ctó i

i

4-0

1

3-0

1 0-0j

0-3-3

0-1

TCNJ

5-1

Football
9113 - M S U 14, Springfield 22

Jenn Soss
Freshman
Hometown: Ham ilton, NJ

Men’s Soccer

■o Soss scored her first M SU goal Saturday.
9115- MSU 1, John Hopkins 0

Football
NJAC Overall
TCNJ

Â

Rowan

'J

mmm

1 0-0

M SU

Kean
William P a % c|h 3
SUNY Cortland

k°

[

2-0

f

2-0

0 -0

0 -1

o -i:

0-2

0-0

0-2

0-1

0-2

Volleyball
9112- MSU 3, Misericordia 3
9113 -MSU 1, Muhlenberg 3
MSU 1, CCNY 3
Field Hockey
9113-MSU 4, TCNJ3(20T)
Women’s Soccer

9/12-MSU 1, NYU 2(20T)
9/14-MSU 6, Ferrum 0

« Steve Leonard
■o Senior 0
* Hometown: Pompton Plains, NJ
o Scored only M S U ’s goal against Ferrum on
> Monday.

Montclair Men’s Soccer
Moves to 5 -1
See Page 22

Voi. 83,. No. 3

red hawk

orts

Answer to last week’s
question of the week
See Page 22
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Football Team Loses First Home Game 22-16
Pride fumbled four times, the
last coming with 2:10 to play
Springfield
22
in the third quarter as Sylvia
lost the ball at his own
Senior linebacker Jesse five yard line and the ball
Baker (Rutland VT/Rutland) was recovered by the Red
in te rce p te d three passes Hawks' Mike Wallis (Lincoln
and keyed a Springfield Park, NJ/Boonton) a t the
defense fhat caused five three. On the following play,
turnovers as the Pride held DiGirolamo connected with
off Montclair State, 22-14 at tight end Rich Beilina (Little
a soggy Sprague Field on Falls, NJ/St. Peter’s Prep)
Saturday afternoon.
to cut the deficit to 22-14.
Junior quarterback Ryan Montclair had an opportunity
Sylvia (Marion, MA/Rochester midway through the fourth
Regional) rushed for 53 yards quarter as John Lennox (Cart
and threw for a pair of touch eret, NJ/Carteret) blocked a
downs as Springfield (2-0) punt and MSU recovered at
defeated Montclair State for the Springfield 42. DiGirolamo
the second times in as many then connected with Steve
meetings. The Pride won the Armstrong (Paterson, NJ/St.
first meeting, 31-29, in the Mary’s) down to the Spring2000 NCAA Division III Play field 15, however on the fol
offs. Montclair also dropped lowing play, Montclair turned
a season opener for the the ball over.
second straight year after
The Red Hawks w ould
winning five in a row from return the favor on the
STEVE MILLER/THE MONTCLARION
1997-2001.
next play as freshman Brian
Football team walks off the field disappointed after their home opening loss to
In a game that featured DeCarlo (M idland Park,
Springfield.
nine turnovers in all, the Pride NJ/Midland Park) forced a
thwarted a Montclair State fumble and Lennox recov
drive late in the fourth quar ered at the at the Springfield
ter as Baker, who added 21. M ontclair then moved
five tackles and a fumble the ball to the 11 where
in the contest, picked off Baker ended the drive with By Jose Ortiz
Hawks #1 ranked passing c o a c h “ G" insists tha t
MSU quarterback John DiGi- his third interception. MSU got SportsEditor
a tta ck in last year’s ca m  his te a m w ill be ab le to
rolamo
(Morris
Plains, the ball back one last time
p a ig n . Ave ra ging over rebound, and return to their
NJ/Parsippany Hills) at the with 17 seconds and moved
Are you ready for some 230 yards per gam e, the w inning ways. He shows
goal line with 2:11 to play. to the Pride 46. However,
FOOTBALL? Back from a sophomore
tremendous
Baker tied a school record a mishandled snap was disappointing 5-5 season, q u a r 
co n fid e n ce
with the pick and became recovered by Jason M ac the MSU Red Hawks hope t e r b a c k
in his p la y 
the sixth player in Pride history Donald (Brewster MA, Nauset to return to their form er stands
to
ers’ abilities.
to intercept three players in Regional) ending the game.
66 IF WE DO OUR He
championship glory. Two lead
an
says,
the game.
Courtesyo fSports Information
seasons rem oved from offense with
“ overall, our
Springfield, wasn’t with
back to back cham pi some new
JOBS, WE WILL team is ta l
out its own mistakes as the
onships, C oach Giancalo fresh talent.
ented and
wants to show, th a t last R u n n i n g
the
guys
season was just a chink in back soph
WIN. 99
have shown
the armor, and not to be omore, Jertremendous
-P aul C3ald&n,
Coaches discussing repeated again.
marl
Buie
l e a d e r s h ip
strategies with the
S tra n g
S a fa ty
This season’s roster is a m a d e the
qualities."
players and with
young one, with not much NJAC
allIndeed
them selves. A fter experience. With the loss conference second team,
th e players w ill have to
the six point loss, its o f seven a ll-c o n fe re n c e an d led th e Red Hawks
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Lets Play Some Football

